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Abstract. This article is firstly an introduction into query languages
for the Semantic Web, secondly an in-depth comparison of the languages
introduced. Only RDF query languages are considered because, as of
the writing of this paper, query languages for other Semantic Web data
modeling formalisms, especially OWL, are still an open research issue,
and only a very small number of, furthermore incomplete, proposals for
querying Semantic Web data modeled after other formalisms than RDF
exist. The limitation to a few RDF query languages is motivated both by
the objective of an in-depth comparison of the languages addressed and
by space limitations. During the three years before the writing of this
article, more than three dozen proposals for RDF query languages have
been published! Not only such a large number, but also the often imma-
ture nature of the proposals makes the focus on few, but representative
languages a necessary condition for a non-trivial comparison.
For this article, the following RDF query languages have been, admit-
tedly subjectively, selected: Firstly, the “relational” or “pattern-based”
query languages SPARQL, RQL, TRIPLE, and Xcerpt; secondly the
reactive rule query language Algae; thirdly and last the “navigational
access” query language Versa. Although subjective, this choice is ar-
guably a good coverage of the diverse language paradigms considered
for querying RDF data. It is the authors’ hope and expectation, that
this comparison will motivate and trigger further similar studies, thus
completing the present article and overcoming its limitation.
1 Introduction
Query Answering on the Semantic Web
Query answering is as central to the Semantic Web as it is to the conventional
Web. Indeed, the Web as well as the emerging Semantic Web can be seen as
information systems; and query answering is an essential functionality of any
information system.
The Semantic Web is a research and development endeavor aiming at over-
coming limitations of today’s Web. It has has been described as follows by W3C
founder Tim Berners-Lee, Jim Hendler, and Ora Lassila:
“The Semantic Web will bring structure to the meaningful content of
Web pages, creating an environment where software agents roaming from
page to page can readily carry out sophisticated tasks for users.” [16]
In the Semantic Web, conventional Web data (usually represented in (X)HTML
or other XML formats) is enriched by meta-data (represented, e.g., in RDF,
Topic Maps, OWL) specifying the “meaning” of other data and allowing Web-
based systems to take advantage of “intelligent” reasoning capabilities.
Query answering on the Semantic Web might be seen as more complex than
querying on the conventional Web because the “meaning” conveyed by meta-data
has to be properly “understood” and processed. In particular, query languages
for RDF may convey RDF/S’s semantics as expressed, e.g., by RDF type triples.
Focus of this Article
This article is
1. an introduction into query languages for the Semantic Web;
2. an in-depth comparison of the languages introduced along prominent lan-
guage constructs and concepts.
Only RDF query languages are considered in this article. The reason for this is,
that as of the writing of this paper, query languages for other Semantic Web
data modeling formalisms, especially OWL, still are an open research issue, and
only a very small number of, furthermore incomplete, proposals for querying
Semantic Web data modeled after other formalisms than RDF are known.
Furthermore, only a few RDF query languages are considered in this article.
This limitation is motivated both by the objective of an in-depth comparison of
the languages addressed and by space limitations. During the three years before
the writing of this article, more than three dozen proposals for RDF query
languages have been published! Not only such a large number, but also the often
immature nature of the proposals makes the focus on few, but representative
languages a necessary condition for a non-trivial comparison.
In the spirit of a practical introduction into these query languages, we have
taken an example-centered approach. We believe that this is advantageous to
the reader to quickly gain an impression of the language and constructs. Fur-
thermore, a more formal treatment of the languages is impeded by the lack
of (published) formal semantics. In Section 5, however, different semantics for
interesting language constructs are addressed and compared in select cases.
This article builds upon and complements the survey [5] of Semantic Web
query languages co-authored in 2005 by some of the authors of the present ar-
ticle.5 While the focus of the 2005 survey has been a complete, but therefore
necessarily somewhat shallow coverage of Semantic Web query languages, in-
cluding on the one hand query languages for Topic Maps and on the other hand
all known “dialectal” variations of RDF query languages. In contrast, the present
article is focused on an in-depth comparison of a few selected RDF query lan-
guages that the authors consider representative. Although building upon the
survey [5], this article is self-contained.
At least the first part, of the article is mostly of an introductory nature. We
believe, however, that also researchers and scientists already acquainted with
RDF query languages can benefit from the presented material. This applies
particularly to the comparison of language constructs and evaluation methods
in the second part. We hope that the direct comparisons reveal choices that
language designers face when deciding which constructs to support in which
way, and that language users face when deciding which languages are suitable
for their particular needs.
Language Selection and Order
This article aims at introducing from the perspective of the authors interesting
and representative selection of query languages proposed for RDF:
– Firstly, the “relational” or “pattern-based” query languages SPARQL, RQL,
TRIPLE, and Xcerpt (with its visual “twin” visXcerpt).
– Secondly, the “reactive rule” query language Algae.
– Thirdly, the “navigational access” query language Versa.
Although incomplete and admittedly subjective, this choice can be seen as a
good coverage of the diverse language paradigms considered for querying RDF
data.
It is the authors’ hope and expectation that this comparison will motivate
further similar studies that complete the present article and overcome its limi-
tation. It is also the authors’ hope that this article will provide Semantic Web
practitioners and researchers alike with a good introduction into query answer-
ing on the Semantic Web even though it does not address all query languages
proposed for the Semantic Web.
Structure of this Article
The following three questions are at the heart of this article and give it its
structure:
5 Sections 2 and 3 are shortend versions of corresponding sections of [5].
1. what are the core paradigms of each query language,
2. what language constructs do different languages offer to solve tasks such as
path traversal, optional selection, or grouping,
3. how are they realized?
In Section 2, the RDF/S data model, a running example, the RDF/S seman-
tics and serialization formats are introduced. Section 3 begins by presenting a
categorization of Semantic Web queries and sample queries for each category.
Subsequently, in Section 4 the RDF query languages selected are introduced—
grouped according to their families, i.e., “relational” or “pattern-based”, “reac-
tive rule” and “navigational access”. For each language considered, some of the
sample queries are formulated. For the sake of conciseness and simplicity, not all
sample queries are expressed in each language considered. In Section 5 a sum-
mary and comparison of language features observable and desirable for RDF
query languages is given. Section 6 examines evaluation methods of Semantic
Web queries. Section 7 concludes this survey.
2 A Brief Introduction to RDF and RDFS
2.1 Data Model
RDF [10, 59] data are sets of “triples” or “statements” of the form (Subject,
Property, Object). RDF data are commonly seen as directed graphs the nodes
of which are statement’s subjects and objects and the arcs of which correspond
to statement’s properties, i.e., an arc relates a statement’s subject with the
statement’s object. Properties are also called “predicates”. Nodes (i.e., subjects
and objects) are either
1. labeled by URIs describing Web resources,
2. or labeled by literals, i.e., scalar data such as strings or numbers,
3. or are unlabeled and called anonymous or “blank nodes”.
Blank nodes are commonly used to group or “aggregate” properties. Specific
properties are predefined in the RDF and RDFS recommendations [21, 53, 59,
69], e.g., rdf:type for specifying the type of resources, rdfs:subClassOf for specify-
ing class-subclass relationships between subjects/objects, and rdfs:subPropertyOf
for specifying property-subproperty relationships between properties. Further-
more, RDFS has “meta-classes”, e.g., rdfs:Class, the class of all classes, and
rdf:Property, the class of all properties.6
RDFS [21] allows one to define so-called “RDF Schemas” or “ontologies”,
similar to object-oriented data models. The inheritance model of RDFS exhibits
the following peculiarities:
1. resources can be classified in different classes that are not related in the class
hierarchy,
6 This survey tries to use self-explanatory prefixes for namespaces where possible.
2. the class hierarchy can be cyclic so that all classes on the cycle are “subclass
equivalent”,
3. properties are first-class objects, and
4. RDF does not describe which properties can be associated with a class, but
instead the domain and range of a property.
Based on an RDFS schema, “inference rules” can be specified, for instance the
transitivity of the class hierarchy, or the type of an untyped resource that has a
property associated with a known domain.
RDF can be serialized in various formats, the most frequently used being
(RDF/) XML. Early approaches to RDF serialization have raised considerable
criticism due to their complexity. As a consequence, a surprisingly large number
of RDF serializations have been proposed, cf. [26] for a detailed survey.
2.2 Running Example: Classification-Based Book Recommender
In the following, queries in a simple book recommender system describing var-
ious properties and relationships between books are considered as running ex-
amples.7 The recommender system describes properties of and relationships be-
tween books. It consists of a hierarchy (or ontology) of the book categories Writ-
ing, Novel, Essay, Historical Novel, and Historical Essay, and two books The First
Man in Rome (a Historical Novel authored by Colleen McCullough) and Bel-
lum Civile (a Historical Essay authored by Julius Caesar and Aulus Hirtius, and
translated by J.M. Carter). Figure 1 depicts these data as a (simplified) RDF
graph [21, 59, 63]. Note in particular that a Historical Novel is both, a Novel
and an Essay, and that books may optionally have translators, as is the case for
Bellum Civile.
The simple ontology in the book recommender system only makes use of the
subsumption (or “is-a-kind-of”) relation rdfs:subClassOf and the instance (or “is-
a”) relation rdf:type. This simple and small ontology is sufficient to illustrate the
most important aspects of RDF query languages.
The RDF representation of the sample data refers to the “simple datatypes”
of XML Schema [17] for scalar data: Book titles and authors’ names are “strings”,
(untyped or typed as xsd:string), publication years of books are “Gregorian
years”, xsd:gYear. The sample data are assumed to be accessible at the URI
http://example.org/books#. Where useful, e.g, when referencing the vocabu-
lary defined in the ontology part of the data, this URL is associated with the
prefix books.
Representation of the Sample Data in RDF. The RDF representation of
the book recommender system directly corresponds to the simplified RDF graph
in Fig. 1. It is given here in the Turtle serialization [7].
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
7 The same example is used in [5].
Fig. 1 Sample Data: representation as a (simplified) RDF graph.
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@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.org/foaf/0.1/> .
:Writing a rdfs:Class ; rdfs:label "Novel" .
:Novel a rdfs:Class ; rdfs:label "Novel" ;
rdfs:subClassOf :Writing .
:Essay a rdfs:Class ; rdfs:label "Essay" ;
rdfs:subClassOf :Writing .
:Historical_Essay a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:label "Historical Essay"; rdfs:subClassOf :Essay.
:Historical_Novel a rdfs:Class ;
rdfs:label "Historical Novel" ;
rdfs:subClassOf :Novel ; rdfs:subClassOf :Essay .
:author a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain :Writing ; rdfs:range foaf:Person .
:translator a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:domain :Writing ; rdfs:range foaf:Person .
_:b1 a :Historical_Novel ;
:title "The First Man in Rome" ;
:year "1990"^^xsd:gYear ;
:author [foaf:name "Colleen McCullough"] .
_:b2 a :Historical_Essay ;
:title "Bellum Civile" ;
:author [foaf:name "Julius Caesar"] ;
:author [foaf:name "Aulus Hirtius"] ;
:translator [foaf:name "J. M. Carter"] .
Books, authors, and translators are represented by blank nodes without iden-
tifiers, or with temporary identifiers indicated by the prefix “ :”.
2.3 Semantics
The meaning of RDF data (e.g., what means “book”?) cannot be fully under-
stood by applications and is interpreted in different ways also by human readers.
Naturally, it depends on social, cultural, temporal and other types of context
information. However, RDF/S allow to specify part of the semantics of applica-
tions (e.g., “a book might have an author”).
As is common practice for declarative languages, the semantics of RDF/S is
specified in terms of a model theory [39, 53]. RDF applications should be able to
derive information using the inference rules for basic RDF, while only schema-
aware applications are expected to take into account information provided by
RDFS inference rules.
3 Sample Queries
The RDF query languages considered in this article are illustrated and illustrated
using five different types of queries against the sample data.8 This categorization
is inspired by Maier [67] and Clark [34].
Selection queries simply retrieve parts of the data based on its content, struc-
ture, or position. The first query is thus:
Query 1 “Select all Essays together with their authors (i.e. author items and
corresponding names)”
Extraction queries extract substructures, and can be considered as a spe-
cial form of Selection Queries returning not only explicitly queried resources or
statements, but entire subgraphs.
Query 2 “Select all data items with any relation to the book titled ‘Bellum
Civile’.”
Reduction queries: Some queries are more concisely expressed by specifying
what parts of the data not to include in the answer:
Query 3 “Select all data items except ontology information and translators from
the book recommender system.”
Restructuring queries: In Web applications, it is often desirable to restructure
data, possibly into different formats or serializations. For example, the contents
of the book recommender system could be restructured to an (X)HTML repre-
sentation for viewing in a browser, or derived data could be created, like inverting
the relation author:
8 Again, these queries are mostly the same as in [5].
Query 4 “Invert the relation author (from a book to an author) into a relation
authored (from an author to a book).”
In particular, RDF requires restructuring for reification, i.e. expressing “state-
ments about statements”. When reifying, a statement is replaced by four new
statements specifying the subject, predicate, and object of the old statement.
For example, the statement “Julius Caesar is author of Bellum Civile” is reified
by the four statements “X is a statement”, “X has subject Julius Caesar”, “X
has predicate author”, and “X has object Bellum Civile”.
Aggregation queries: Restructuring the data also includes aggregating several
data items into one new data item. As Web data usually consists of tree- or
graph-structured data that goes beyond flat relations, we distinguish between
value aggregation working only on the values (like SQL’s max(·), sum(·), . . . )
and structural aggregation working also on structural elements (like “how many
nodes”). Query 5 uses themax(·) value aggregation, while Query 6 uses structural
aggregation:
Query 5 “Return the last year in which an author with name ‘Julius Caesar’
published something.”
Query 6 “Return each of the subclasses of ‘Writing’, together with the average
number of authors per publication of that subclass.”
Combination and inference queries: It is often necessary to combine infor-
mation that is not explicitly connected, like information from different sources
or substructures. Such queries are useful with ontologies that often specify that
names declared at different places are synonymous:
Query 7 “Combine the information about the book titled ‘The Civil War’ and
authored by ‘Julius Caesar’ with the information about the book with identifier
bellum_civile.”
Combination queries are related to inference, because inference refers to com-
bining data, as illustrated by the following example: If the books entitled ‘Bellum
Civile’ and ‘The Civil War’ are the same book, and ‘if ‘Julius Caesar’ is an au-
thor of ‘Bellum Civile’, then ‘Julius Caesar’ is also an author of ‘The Civil War’.
Inference queries e.g. compute transitive closures of relations like the RDFS
subClassOf relation:
Query 8 “Return the transitive closure of the subClassOf relation.”
Not all inference queries are combination queries, as the following example illus-
trates:
Query 9 “Return the co-author relation between two persons that stand in au-
thor relationships with the same book.”
Some query languages have closure operators applicable to any relation, while
other query languages have closure operators only for certain, predefined rela-
tions, e.g., the RDFS subClassOf relation. Some query languages support general
recursion, making it possible and easy to express the transitive closure of every
relation.
4 The RDF Query Language Families
In this survey, we focus on three groups of RDF query languages differing in
what the authors perceive as central paradigms of the languages:9 Languages
following the relational or pattern-based paradigm use selection constructs sim-
ilar to selection-projection-join (SPJ) queries. Though they share a common
query core, the languages in this group vary quite noticeably, some extending
SPJ queries very conservatively, others going well beyond with novel constructs
aiming to adequately support the specifics of RDF. The second group is set apart
by the use of reactive rules but otherwise shares some commonality with the first
group. The final group is more distinctly separated by preferring navigational
access and path expressions over patterns.
Figure 2 may serve as orientation through the “language zoo” discussed in
this chapter and includes also “dialects” and variants that are only briefly men-
tioned in the following.
4.1 The Relational Query Languages SPARQL, RQL, TRIPLE, and
Xcerpt
The SPARQL Family SPARQL [84] is a query language that has already
reached candidate recommendation status at the W3C, and is on a good way to
become the W3C recommendation for RDF querying. It has its roots in SquishQL
[76] and RDQL [91].
Querying RDF data with languages in the SPARQL family amounts to
matching graph patterns that are given as sets of triples of subjects, predi-
cates and objects. These triples are usually connected to form graphs by means
of joins expressed using several occurrences of the same variable. SPARQL uses
the Turtle [7] serialization format for RDF as basis for its own triple syntax. It
inherits certain syntactic shorthands from Turtle: e.g., predicate-object lists al-
low several statements to share the same subject without repeating the subject.
Pairs of predicates and objects following the subject are separated by colons.
Object lists are shorthands for several statements sharing both the subject and
the predicate, the objects being separated by commas.
Solutions to SPARQL (or SquishQL or RDQL) queries are given in the form
of result sets, for which also an XML format has been specified [9]. In SPARQL,
result sets are sets of mappings from the variables occurring within the query
to nodes of the queried data. Although RDQL and SquishQL are predeces-
sors of SPARQL, this section presents realizations of the sample queries only
in SPARQL. The formulation in the other members of the SPARQL family are
very similar though some of the queries use features only recently added and not
available in RDQL and SquishQL.
In SPARQL, Query 1 is expressed as follows.
PREFIX books: <http://example.org/books#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
9 See [5] for a more comprehensive survey of Semantic Web query languages.
Fig. 2 Chronological Overview of RDF Query Languages (in bold typeface: lan-
guages covered in this survey; in italic typeface: non-RDF (mostly XML) query
languages with proposals/extensions for querying RDF; MetaLog’s unique ap-
proach to RDF querying based on a natural language interface defies classifica-
tion in this framework); N3QL is not classified due to incomplete description.
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SELECT ?essay ?author ?authorName
FROM <http://example.org/books>
WHERE { ?essay rdf:type books:Essay .
?essay books:author ?author .
?author books:name ?authorName . }
The WHERE clause specifies the graph pattern to match using variables to
select data. Variables are recognized by either ? or $ prefix. Triples are connected
to graph patterns using “.” (colon). The FROM clause specifies the URL (or
some other identifier) of the data to be queried and the SELECT clause the
result variables.
Extraction queries like Query 2 can only be approximately expressed in all
members of the SPARQL family, because recursive traversals of the data are
not possible. Thus one cannot extract all information relevant to a particular
resource. Collecting all outgoing edges of a node together with the directly linked
objects of these predicates is possible and is showcased in the sample code below.
As can be seen, SPARQL does not syntactically differentiate between variables
for predicates and for resources, as opposed to RQL discussed below. Also the
extraction of information occurring at a fixed distance from the resource repre-
senting the book named “Bellum Civile” is possible by adding further statements
to the query below.
PREFIX books: <http://example.org/books#>
SELECT ?property ?propertyValue
FROM <http://example.org/books>
WHERE {?essay books:title "Bellum Civile" .
?essay ?property ?propertyValue . }
Another way to approximate extraction queries are SPARQL’s DESCRIBE
queries that allow the retrieval of “descriptions” for resources. The exact extent
of such a “description” is not defined in [84], but concise bounded descriptions
[96] are referenced as a reasonable choice. These represent a form of predefined
extraction query that returns all immediate properties for a resource as well as
the immediate properties of all blank nodes that are reachable from the resource
to be described without other named resources in between.
The FILTER keyword is used in SPARQL to eliminate result sets which eval-
uate to false when substituted in the boolean expressions given in the body of
the FILTER clause. A query that finds the persons that have authored a book
with title “Bellum Civile” can be expressed in SPARQL as follows:
PREFIX books: <http://example.org/books#>
SELECT ?person
FROM <http://example.org/books>
WHERE { ?book books:author ?person .
?book books:title ?title .
FILTER (?title = ’Bellum Civile’) }
The three queries mentioned above are also expressible in SPARQL’s prede-
cessors SquishQL and RDQL with a slightly different syntax but almost identical
structure. SPARQL and its relatives do not support RDF/S inferencing, which
means that among other tasks, querying all resources of type books:Writing of the
example data above would not return any results, because there are no resources
which are directly associated with books:Writing via an rdf:type property. If the
SPARQL family provided support for inferencing, the resources represented by
the blank nodes _:b1 and _:b2 in the serialization in Section 2.2 could be re-
turned as results to the query in compliance with the rule RDFS9 of the RDFS
semantics. One can argue that RDF/S and OWL reasoning should not be a
task of the query language, but should be provided by an underlying black box
reasoner. Given such a reasoner that transparently provides the full RDFS en-
tailment graph, i.e., the closure graph under the RDF/S inference rules, the
languages of the SPARQL family can very well answer queries such as the one
just mentioned.
There are several other characteristics and also limitations of the members
of the SPARQL family, which deserve to be mentioned:
– Queries cannot be composed or nested.
– Negation can only be used in FILTER clauses (they are called AND-clauses
in SquishQL and RDQL), but not in WHERE clauses, i.e., triple patterns
can only occur positively.
– Due to the lack of recursion, members of the SPARQL family cannot express
certain kinds of inference queries such as 8 and extraction queries (as has
been mentioned above).
SPARQL being a descendant of RDQL and SquishQL, it provides some ad-
ditional features, that go beyond the queries mentioned above and which are not
included in RDQL and SquishQL. Among these new features are:
– The construction, using CONSTRUCT clauses, of new RDF graphs with data
from the RDF graph queried. Just as the query patterns, the construct pat-
terns are specified as sets of triples with variables serving as placeholders.
Naturally, all variables appearing within the construct pattern must also
appear within the query.
– The possiblity to return, using DESCRIBE clauses, “descriptions” of the re-
sources matching the query part. The exact meaning of “description” is left
undefined, cf. [96] for a proposal.
– The specification of OPTIONAL triple or graph query patterns, i.e., data that
should contribute to an answer if present in the queried data, but whose
absence does not prevent from returning an answer. A corollary of is the
ability of SPARQL to test for absence of triples (i.e., negation-as-failure).
E.g., finding all books which do not have a translator is achieved by using
the OPTIONAL keyword and a FILTER expression requiring that the optional
variable is not bound included in the optional query part:
PREFIX books: <http://example.org/books#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT ?writing
FROM <http://example.org/books>
WHERE { ?writing books:author _:Author .
OPTIONAL { ?writing books:translator ?translator } .
FILTER (!bound(?translator)) }
– The expression of disjunctions of queries with the keyword UNION.
– Querying named graphs. First introduced in TriQL [18], another variant of
RDQL, named graphs allow the scoping of triples and triple patterns: A
query is evaluated not against a single set of triples but rather against a set
of such sets each associated with a name (in form of a URI). The FROM
NAMED clause can limit the matching of the triple pattern in the associated
WHERE to the graphs with the specified names.
In contrast to other RDF query languages, SPARQL supports four different
query result forms, which vary in the type of results returned. Only queries
formulated using CONSTRUCT or DESCRIBE are closed in the sense that the
results are RDF graphs just as the queried data. Queries using ASK return a
boolean value and is used to find out whether a query pattern matches with the
data. The SELECT query pattern is used to collect variable bindings from query
patterns just as in SquishQL and RDQL.
The CONSTRUCT clause provides a straightforward enhancement over mere
collection of variable bindings. Following the CONSTRUCT keyword, a result
template is specified, which is an RDF graph that contains some or all of the
variables from the query pattern in the WHERE-clause. For each match of the
query pattern with the queried data, the result template is filled with the cor-
responding variable bindings, and the resulting RDF graph is included in the
answer graph. However, CONSTRUCT patterns are rather limited missing, e.g.,
any ability for grouping (and thus can not construct new RDF containers or
collections).
Using the CONSTRUCT clause, restructuring and non-recursive inference
queries can be expressed in SPARQL. Query 4 can be expressed in SPARQL
as follows:
PREFIX books: <http://example.org/books#>
CONSTRUCT {?y books:authored ?x}
FROM <http://example.org/books>
WHERE {?x books:author ?y}
and Query 9 by
PREFIX books: <http://example.org/books#>
CONSTRUCT {?x books:co-author ?y}
FROM <http://example.org/books>
WHERE { ?book books:author ?x .
?book books:author ?y .
FILTER (?x != ?y) }
One of SPARQL’s design principles is that queries should be easily derivable
from RDF graphs. Thus, any RDF graph can be included in the WHERE-clause
of a SPARQL query in Turtle [7] syntax. A further result of this design prin-
ciple is that blank nodes are allowed to appear within query patterns. It must
be emphasized that blank nodes in query patterns are not required to match
with blank nodes of the data to be queried, but are mere syntactical sugar for
existentially quantified variables.10
Besides query result forms, SPARQL provides the solution modifiers DIS-
TINCT, ORDER BY, LIMIT, and OFFSET. DISTINCT eliminates duplicates in
the sets of variable bindings, LIMIT specifies an upper bound for the number of
solutions, OFFSET is used to omit the first n solutions of the solution sequence,
and ORDER BY allows to order the solution sequence ascending or descending
according to one or more variable bindings or according to a function.
[84] contains a formal semantics for SPARQL. For details on SPARQL’s se-
mantics refer to [84] and to the tutorial on SPARQL in this volume [81]. The
latter, in particular, motivates the, at a first glance, slightly odd definition of
SPARQL’s semantics.
The RQL Family Under “RQL family”, we group the languages RQL [57]
and SeRQL [22]. Common to these languages is that they support combining
data and schema querying. In the case of RQL, the RDF data model deviates
slightly from the standard data model for RDF and RDFS: (1) cycles in the
subsumption hierarchy are forbidden, and (2) for each property, both a domain
and a range must be defined. These restrictions ensure a clear separation of the
three abstraction layers of RDF and RDFS: (1) data, i.e. description of resources
such as persons, XML documents, etc., (2) schemas, i.e. classifications for such
resources, and (3) meta-schemas specifying meta-classes such as rdfs:Class, the
class of all classes, and rdf:Property the class of all properties. They make possible
a flexible type system tailored to the specificities of RDF and RDFS.
In the following discussion we concentrate on RQL, the “RDF Query Lan-
guage”, that has been developed at ICS-FORTH [31, 54, 55, 56, 57]. Its most
distinguishing feature is a strong support for typing as well as a more complete
set of advanced language operators such as set operations, aggregation, container
construction and access than in most other RDF query languages.
SeRQL aims to be a more accessible derivate of RQL. Therefore several syn-
tactic shorthands (e.g., object-property and object lists and optional expressions,
all three later adopted in SPARQL) are introduced for common query situations.
Also SeRQL drops built-in support for typing beyond literals, presumably un-
der the impression that the multitude of language constructs provided in RQL
makes the language too complex. The same reasoning applies for advanced query
constructs such as set operations, universal quantification, aggregations, etc.
Another derivate of RQL is eRQL, a radical simplification of RQL based
mostly on a keyword-based interface. It is the expressed goal of the authors of
eRQL to provide a “Google-like query language but also with the capacity to
profit of the additional information given by the RDF data”.11 The resulting
language is, unsurprisingly, of rather limited expressiveness and can not express
most of the sample queries.
10 See http://lists.w3.org/Archives/Public/public-rdf-dawg-comments/2006Jan/0073-
.html for a discussion about blank nodes in SPARQL queries.
11 http://www.dbis.informatik.uni-frankfurt.de/∼tolle/RDF/eRQL/
Basic schema queries. A salient feature of RQL is the use of the types from
RDFS schemas. The query subClassOf(books:Writing) returns the sub-classes of
the class books:Writing12. A similar query, using subPropertyOf instead of sub-
ClassOf, returns the sub-properties of a property. The following three queries
returns the domain ($C1) and range ($C2) of the property author defined at the
URI named books. The prefix $ indicates “class variable”, i.e., a variable ranging
on schema classes. It can be expressed in RQL in three different manners:
1. using class variables:
SELECT $C1, $C2 FROM {$C1}books:author{$C2}
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
2. using a type constraint :
SELECT C1, C2 FROM Class{C1}, Class{C2}, {;C1}books:author{;C2}
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
3. without class variables or type constraints:
SELECT C1, C2 FROM subClassOf(domain(book:author)){C1},
subClassOf(range(books:author)){C2}
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
While the first two queries return exactly the same result—namely the do-
main and range of the books:author-property and all possible combinations of
their subclasses—the third query does not include the domain and range of
books:author itself but only the combinations of their subclasses. There is an-
other subtle difference: the first two queries should only return class combinations
for which actual statements exist, the third should also return class combination
where no actual statement for that combination exists.
The query topclass(books:Historical Essay) returns the top of the subsump-
tion hierarchy, i.e., books:Writing, cf. Figure 1. Similar constructs for querying
the leaves of the subsumption hierarchy or the nearest common ancestor of the
two classes are available. Moreover, RQL has “property variables” that are pre-
fixed by @ and which can be used to query RDF properties (just as classes can
be queried using class variables). The following query, with property variables
prefixed by @ returns the properties, together with their actual ranges, that can
be assigned to resources classified as books:Writing:
SELECT @P, $V FROM {;books:Writing}@P{$V}
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
Combining these facilities, Query 8 is expressible in RQL as follows:
SELECT X, Y FROM Class{X}, subClassOf(X){Y}.
12 Assuming: USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books-rdfs#
Data queries. With RQL, data can be retrieved by its types or by navigating to
the appropriate position in the RDF graph. Restrictions can be expressed using
filters. Classes, as well as properties, can be queried for their (direct and indirect,
i.e., inferred) extent. The query books:Writing returns the resources classified
as books:Writing or as one of its sub-classes. This query can also be expressed
as follows: SELECT X FROM books:Writing{X}. Prefixing the variable X with ˆ
in the previous queries, yields queries returning only resources directly classified
as books:Writing, i.e., for which a statement (X, rdf:type, books:Writing) exists.
The extent of a property can be similarly retrieved. The query ^books:author
returns the pairs of resources X,Y that are in the books:author relation, i.e., for
which a statement (X, books:author, Y ) exists. RQL offers extended dot notation
as used in OQL [29], for navigation in data and schema graphs. This is convenient
for expressing Query 1:
SELECT X, Y, Z FROM {X;books:Essay}books:author{Y}.books:authorName{Z}
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
The data selected by an RDF query can be restricted with a WHERE clause:
SELECT X, Y FROM {X;books:Essay}books:author.books:authorName{Y},
{X}books:title{T}
WHERE T = "Bellum Civile"
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
Mixed schema and data queries. With RQL, access to data and schema can be
combined in all manners, e.g., the expression X;books:Essay restricts bindings
for variable X to resources with type books:Essay. Types are often useful for
filtering, but type information can also be interesting on their own, e.g., to
return a “description” of a resource understood as its schema:
SELECT $C, ( SELECT @P, Y FROM {Z ; ^$D} ^@P {Y}
WHERE Z = X and $D = $C )
FROM ^$C {X}, {X}books:title{T} WHERE T = "Bellum Civile"
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
This query returns the classes under which the resource with title “Bellum
Civile” is directly classified; ^$C{X} finds the classes under which the resource X
is directly classified.
Further features of RQL are not discussed here, e.g., support for containers,
aggregation, and schema discovery. Although RQL has no concept of “view”, its
extension RVL [66] gives a facility for specifying views.
RQL has been criticized for its large number of features and choice of syntac-
tic constructs (like the prefixes ^ for calls and @ for property variables), which
resulted in the simplifications SeRQL and eRQL of RDF. On the other hand,
RQL is far more expressive than most other RDF query languages, especially
those of the SPARQL family. Most queries of Section 3, except those queries
referring to the transitive closures of arbitrary relations, can be expressed in
RQL.
Query 1 is already given in RQL above. Query 2 cannot be expressed in RQL
exactly, since RQL has no means to select “everything related to some resource”.
However, a modified version of this query, where a resource is described by
its schema, is also given above. Reduction queries, e.g. Query 3, can often be
concisely expressed in RQL, in particular if types are available:
SELECT S, @P, O
FROM (Resources minus (SELECT T FROM {B}books:translator{T})){S},
(Resources minus (SELECT T FROM {B}books:translator{T})){O},
{S}@P{O}
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
An implementation of the restructuring Query 4 is given above in the exten-
sion RVL of RQL. RQL is convenient for expressing aggregation queries, e.g.,
Query 5:
max(SELECT Y
FROM {B;books:Writing}books:author.books:authorName{A},
{B}books:pubYear{Y}
WHERE A = "Julius Caesar")
Inference queries that do not need recursion, e.g., Query 9, can be expressed
in RQL as follows:
SELECT A1, A2 FROM {Z}books:author{A1}, {Z}books:author{A2}
WHERE A1 != A2
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
In RQL’s extension RVL, an expression of Query 9 can actually create new
statements as follows:
CREATE NAMESPACE mybooks = &http://example.org/books-rdfs-extension#
VIEW mybooks:co-author(A1, A2)
FROM {Z}books:author{A1}, {Z}books:author{A2} WHERE A1 != A2
USING NAMESPACE books = &http://example.org/books#
A formal semantics for RQL has been defined together with the language,
e.g., in [57].
TRIPLE [51, 92, 93] is a rule-based query, inference, and transformation lan-
guage for RDF. TRIPLE is based upon ideas published in [40]. TRIPLE’s syntax
is close to F-Logic [58]. F-Logic is convenient for querying semi-structured data,
e.g., XML and RDF, as it facilitates describing schema-less or irregular data
[64]. Other approaches to querying XML and/or RDF based on F-Logic are
XPathLog [75] and the ontology management platform Ontobroker13. TRIPLE
has been designed to address two weaknesses of previous approaches to query-
ing RDF: (1) Predefined constructs expressing RDFS’ semantics that restrain a
query language’s extensibility, and (2) lack of formal semantics.
13 http://www.ontoprise.de/products/ontobroker
Instead of predefined RDFS-related language constructs, TRIPLE offers Horn
logic rules (in F-Logic syntax) [58]. Using TRIPLE rules, one can implement fea-
tures of, e.g., RDFS. Where Horn logic is not sufficient, as is the case of OWL,
TRIPLE is designed to be extended by external modules implementing, e.g., an
OWL reasoner. Thanks to its foundations in Horn logic, TRIPLE can inherit
much of Logic Programming’s formal semantics. Referring to, e.g., a representa-
tion of UML in RDF [60, 61], the authors of TRIPLE claim in [93] that TRIPLE
is well-suited to query non-RDF meta-data. This can be questioned, especially
if, in spite of [44], one considers the rather awkward mappings of Topic Maps
into RDF proposed so far.
TRIPLE differs from Horn logic and Logic Programming as follows [93]:
– TRIPLE supports resources identified by URIs.
– RDF statements are represented in TRIPLE by slots, allowing the grouping
and nesting of statements; like in F-Logic, Path expressions inspired from
[43] can be used for traversing several properties.
– TRIPLE provides concise support for reified statements. Reified statements
are expressed in TRIPLE enclosed in angle brackets, e.g.:
Julius\_Caesar[believes-><Junius\_Brutus[friend-of -> Julius\_Caesar]>]
– TRIPLE has a notion of module allowing specification of the ‘model’ in
which a statement, or an atom, is true. ‘Models’ are identified by URIs that
can prefix statement or atom using @.
– TRIPLE requires an explicit quantification of all variables.
Query 1 can be approximated as follows:
rdf := ’http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#’.
books := ’http://example.org/books#’.
booksModel := ’http://example.org/books’.
FORALL B, A, AN result(B, A, AN) <-
B[rdf:type -> books:Essay;
books:author -> A[books:authorName -> AN]]@booksModel.
This query selects only resources directly classified as books:Essay. Query 1
is properly expressed below.
TRIPLE’s rules give rise to specify properties of RDF. [93] gives the following
implementation of a part of RDFS’s semantics:
rdf := ’http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#’.
rdfs := ’http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#’.
type := rdf:type.
subPropertyOf := rdfs:subPropertyOf.
subClassOf := rdfs:subClassOf.
FORALL Mdl @rdfschema(Mdl) {
transitive(subPropertyOf).
transitive(subClassOf).
FORALL O,P,V O[P->V] <-
O[P->V]@Mdl.
FORALL O,P,V O[P->V] <-
EXISTS S S[subPropertyOf->P] AND O[S->V].
FORALL O,P,V O[P->V] <-
transitive(P) AND EXISTS W (O[P->W] AND W[P->V]).
FORALL O,T O[type->T] <-
EXISTS S (S[subClassOf->T] AND O[type->S]).
}
Inference from range and domain restrictions of properties are not imple-
mented by the rule given above. This is no limitation of TRIPLE, though, as
they can be realized by the following additional rules:
FORALL S,T S[type-$>$T] <-
EXISTS P, O (S[P-$>$O] AND P[rdfs:domain-$>$T]).
FORALL O,T O[type->T] <-
EXISTS P, S (S[P-$>$O] AND P[rdfs:range-$>$T]).
With the rules given above, the approximation of Query 1 given above only
needs to be modified so as to express the ‘model’ it is evaluated against: instead of
@booksModel, @rdfschema(booksModel) should be used, i.e., the original ‘model’
should be extended with the above-mentioned rules implementing RDFS’ seman-
tics. Most queries of Section 3 can be expressed in TRIPLE. Aggregation queries
cannot be expressed in TRIPLE, for the language does not support aggregation.
[93] specifies an RDF, and therefore XML, syntax for a fragment of TRIPLE.
By relying on translations to RDF, one can query data in different formalisms
with TRIPLE, e.g., RDF, Topic Maps, and UML. This, however, might lead to
rather awkward queries. Some aspects of RDF, viz. containers, collections, and
blank nodes, are not supported by TRIPLE.
Xcerpt. Xcerpt [13, 24, 88, 89], cf. http://xcerpt.org, is a language for query-
ing both data on the “standard Web” (e.g., XML and HTML data) and data
on the Semantic Web (e.g., RDF, Topic Maps data). Therefore the approach of
querying an XML serialization of Semantic Web data is feasible in Xcerpt, but
it is not as natural as directly querying the RDF data. Xcerpt uses common lan-
guage constructs for querying data in several different formats and is therefore
very useful for authoring applications that combine all kinds of Web data. This
survey focuses on applying Xcerpt to querying RDF data, but querying XML
and Topic Maps with Xcerpt is quite similar (cf. [5]).
Three features of Xcerpt are particularly convenient for querying RDF data.
(1) Xcerpt’s pattern-based incomplete queries are convenient for collecting re-
lated resources in the neighbourhood of some given resources and to express
traversals of RDF graphs of indefinite lengths. (2) Xcerpt chaining of (possibly
recursive rules) is convenient for expressing RDFS’s semantics, e.g., the transi-
tive closure of the subClassOf relation, as well as all kinds of graph traversals. (3)
Xcerpt’s optional construct is convenient for collecting properties of resources.
All nine queries from Section 3 can be expressed in Xcerpt. The following
Xcerpt programs show solutions for the queries against the RDF serialization
from Section 2.
[19] proposes two views on RDF data: as in most other RDF query languages
as plain triples with explicit joins for structure traversal and as a proper graph.
On the plain triple view, Query 1 can be expressed in Xcerpt as follows:
DECLARE ns-prefix rdf = "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
ns-prefix books = "http://example.org/books#"
GOAL
result [
all essay [
id [ var Essay ],
all author [
id [ var Author ],
all name [ var AuthorName ]
] ] ]
FROM
and(
RDFS-TRIPLE [
var Essay:uri{}, "rdf:type":uri{}, "books:Essay":uri{} ],
RDF-TRIPLE [
var Essay:uri{}, "books:author":uri{}, var Author:uri{} ],
RDF-TRIPLE [
var Author:uri{}, "books:authorName":uri{}, var AuthorName ] )
END
Using the prefixes declared in line 1 and 2, the query pattern (between FROM
and END) is a conjunction of tree queries against the RDF triples represented in
the predicate RDF-TRIPLE. Notice that the first conjunct actually uses RDFS-
TRIPLE. This view of the RDF data contains all basic triples plus the ones
entailed by the RDFS semantics [53] (cf. [19] for a detailed description). Us-
ing RDFS-TRIPLE instead of RDF-TRIPLE ensures that also resources actually
classified in a sub-class of books:Essay are returned. Xcerpt’s approach to RDF
querying shares with [86] the ability to construct arbitrary XML as in this rule.
On Xcerpt’s graph view of RDF, the same query can be expressed as follows:
DECLARE ns-prefix rdf = "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
ns-prefix books = "http://example.org/books#"
GOAL
result [
all essay [
id [ var Essay ],
all author [
id [ var Author ],
all name [ var AuthorName ]
] ] ]
FROM
RDFS-GRAPH {{
var Essay:uri {{
rdf:type {{ "books:Essay":uri {{ }} }},
books:author {{
var Author:uri {{
books:name {{ var AuthorName }}
}}
}} }} }}
END
The RDF graph view is represented in the RDF-GRAPH predicate. Here, the
RDFS-GRAPH view is used that extends RDF-GRAPH just like RDFS-TRIPLE
extends RDF-TRIPLE. Triples are represented similar to striped RDF/XML: each
resource is a direct child element in RDF-GRAPH with a sub-element for each
statement with that resource as object. The sub-element is labeled with the URI
of the predicate and contains the object of the statement. As Xcerpt’s data model
is a rooted graph (possibly containing cycles) this can be represented without
duplication of resources.
In contrast to the previous query no conjunction is used but rather a nested
pattern that naturally reflects the structure of the RDF graph with the excep-
tion that labeled edges are represented as nodes with edges to the elements
representing their source and sink.
Xcerpt rules are convenient for making the language “RDF serialization
transparent”. For each RDF serialization, a set of rules expresses a transla-
tion from or into that serialization. However, the rules for parsing RDF/XML
[10], the official XML serialization, are very complex and lengthy due to the
high degree of flexibility RDF/XML allows. They can be found in [19], similar
functions for parsing RDF/XML in XQuery are described in [87]. The following
rules parse RDF data serialized in the RXR (Regular XML RDF) format [4], a
far simpler and more regular RDF serialization.
The following rule extracts all triples from an RXR document. Since different
types (such as URI, blank node, or literal) of subjects and objects of RDF triples
are represented differently in RXR, the conversion of the RXR representation
into the plain triples is performed in separate rules, see [19].
DECLARE ns-prefix rxr = "http://ilrt.org/discovery/2004/03/rxr/"
CONSTRUCT
RDF-TRIPLE[
var Subject, var Predicate:uri{}, var Object ]
FROM
and[
rxr:graph {{
rxr:triple {
var S as rxr:subject{{}},
rxr:predicate{ attributes{ rxr:uri{ var Predicate } } },
var O as rxr:object{{}}
}
}},
RXR-RDFNODE[ var S, var Subject ],
RXR-RDFNODE[ var O, var Object ]
]
END
Querying RDF data with Xcerpt is the subject of ongoing investigation [19].
A visual language, called visXcerpt [11, 12], has been conceived as a visual
rendering of textual Xcerpt programs, making it possible to freely switch during
programming between the visual and textual view, or rendering, of a program.
A formal semantics of Xcerpt has been published in [88]. Static type checking
methods have been developed for Xcerpt [25, 98] that are based on seeing tree
grammars in their various disguises, e.g., DTD, XML Schema, RelaxNG, as
definitions of abstract data type. Recent work [28, 90] on Xcerpt focuses on
efficient evaluation of Xcerpt’s high-level constructs.
There is quite a number of other query languages that fall into this group but
can not be covered here for space reasons (for further details see [5]). Further
investigaton of such languages might start with R-DEVICE [6], RDF-QBE [85],
and RDFQL [1].
4.2 The Reactive Rule Query Language Algae
Algae14 is an RDF query language developed as part of the W3C Annotea project
(http://www.w3.org/2001/Annotea/) aiming at enhancing Web pages with se-
mantic annotations, expressed in RDF and collected from ‘annotation servers’,
as Web pages are browsed. Algae is based on two concepts: (1) “Actions” are the
directives ask, assert, and fwrule that determine whether an expression is used
to query the RDF data, insert data into the graph, or to specify ECA15-like
rules. (2) Answers to Algae queries are bindings for query variables as well as
triples from the RDF graph as “proofs” of the answer. Algae queries can be com-
posed. Syntactically, Algae is based on the RDF syntax N-triples [46], a subset
of the N3 [14] notation for RDF. This subset excludes specifically N3 rules or
queries as used in the N3QL proposal [15]. Algae extends the N-triple syntax
with the above mentioned “actions” and with so-called “constraints”, written
between curly brackets, that specify further arithmetic or string comparisons to
be fulfilled by the data retrieved.
Query 1 can be expressed as follows:
ns rdf = <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
ns books = <http://example.org/books#>
read <http://example.org/books> ()
ask ( ?essay rdf:type <http://example.org/books#Essay> .
?essay books:author ?author .
?author books:authorName ?authorName )
collect( ?essay, ?author, ?authorName )
14 Also called “Algae2”. This survey follows [83] and retains the name “Algae”.
15 ECA stands for event-condition-action.
?title ?translator Proof
“Bellum Civile” “J. M. Carter” _:1 rdf:type <http://exam...ks-rdfs#Essay>.
_:1 books:author _:2.
_:2 books:authorName ‘‘Julius Caesar’’.
_:1 books:title ‘‘Bellum Civile’’.
_:1 books:translator ‘‘J. M. Carter’’.
Table 1. Answer to Query 1
This query becomes more interesting if we are not only interested in the titles
of essays written by “Julius Caesar” but also want the translators of such books
returned, if there are any:
ns rdf = <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
ns books = <http://example.org/books#>
read <http://example.org/books> ()
ask ( ?essay rdf:type <http://example.org/books#Essay> .
?essay books:author ?author .
?author books:authorName ‘‘Julius Caesar’’ .
?essay books:title ?title .
~?essay books:translator ?translator .
)
collect( ?title, ?translatorName )
Note ~ used to declare ‘translator’ an optional. This query returns the answer
given in Table 1.
Query 2 and Query 4 cannot be expressed in Algae due to the lack of closure,
recursion, and negation. Queries 5 and 6 cannot be expressed in Algae due to
the lack of aggregation operators. All other queries can be expressed in Algae,
most of them requiring ‘extended action directives’ [82].
No formal semantics has been published for Algae.
Algae is not the only RDF query language that provides reactive rules: iTQL
[2] is used in the Kowari Metastore and provides querying, update, and trans-
action management functionality, for details see [5]. iTQL is also one of the
few RDF query languages with a form of unrestricted closure path expressions
(thanks to the trans function). RUL [65], the RDF update language, provides
update expressions on top of RQL.
4.3 The Navigational Access Query Language Versa
Developed as part of the Python-based 4Suite XML and RDF toolkit16, Versa
[77, 78, 79] is a query language for RDF inspired, but significantly different from
XPath[33, 45]. Versa can be used in lieu of XPath in the XSLT version of 4Suite.
Like the Syntactic Web Approach, TreeHugger, and RDF Twig, Versa is aligned
16 http://4suite.org/
with XML. Like XPath, Versa can be extended by externally defined functions.
Versa’s authors claim that Versa is easier to learn than RDF query languages
inspired from SQL.
Versa has constructs for a forward traversal of one or more RDF proper-
ties, e.g., all() - books:author -> * selects those resources that are author
of other resources. Instead of the wildcard *, string-based restrictions can be
expressed. Using Versa’s forward traversal operators, Query 1 can be expressed
as follows:
distribute(type(books:Essay), ".",
"distribute(.-books:author->*, ".", ".-books:authorName->*)")
The function distribute() returns a list of lists containing the result of the
second, third, . . . argument evaluated starting from each of the resources selected
by the first argument. As in XPath, . denotes the current node.
Versa has a Forward filter for selecting the subject of a statement, e.g.,
type(books:Essay) |- books:title -> eq("Bellum Civile") returns the es-
says entitled “Bellum Civile”. Versa has also constructs for a backward traversal
(but no backward filter), e.g., the essays titled “Bellum Civile” are returned by
(books:Essay <- rdf:type - *) |- books:title -> eq("Bellum Gallicum").
Versa’s function traverse serves to traverse paths of arbitrary length, e.g., the
following query returns all sub-classes of books:Writing:
traverse(books:Writing, rdf:subClassOf, vtrav:inverse, vtrav:transitive)
Similarly, Versa’s function filter provides a general filter, e.g., all essays enti-
tled “Bellum Gallicum” having a translator named “J. M. Carter” are returned
by the following query:
filter(books:Essay <- rdf:type - *,
". - books:title -> eq(’Bellum Gallicum’)",
". - books:translator -> books:translatorName -> eq(’J. M. Carter’)"
Selection and extraction queries can be easily implemented in Versa, although
the selection of related items is not very convenient, as the above implementation
of Query 1 demonstrates. In contrast to most RDF query languages, Versa allows
the extraction of RDF subgraphs of arbitrary sizes, as required by Query 2.
Reduction queries can be expressed in Versa, e.g., using negation or set difference.
Query 3 can be implemented in Versa as follows:
difference(all(),
union(type(rdfs:Class),
union(type(rdf:Property,
all() <- books:translator - *))
)
)
Restructuring, combination, and inference queries cannot be expressed in
Versa, as the result of a Versa query is always a list (possibly a list of lists).
However, Query 4 and 9 can be approximated in Versa as follows:
distribute(all(), ". - books:author -> *", ". - books:author -> *")
Answers to this query include “Julius Caesar” (as if he would be a co-author
of himself !). This does not seem to be avoidable with Versa. Versa also provides
several aggregation functions. Query 5 can be expressed as follows in Versa:
max(filter(all(),
". - books:author -> books:authorName -> eq(’Julius Caesar’)"
)
- books:year -> *)
Query 6 can be implemented in Versa using the function length as follows:
distribute(traverse(books:Writing, rdf:subClassOf,
vtrav:inverse,vtrav:transitive),
".",
"max(length((. <- rdf:type *) - books:author -> *))"
)
No formal semantics has been published for Versa.
Aside from Versa, most RDF query languages that fall into this group are
derivatives of XPath or XSLT or are at least very similar to these XML query
languages, for details once more refer to [5]. There are a few proposals for XPath-
style RDF path languages (RDF Path [80], RPath [74], RxPath [94]), however
all proposals are very limited in expressiveness and often immature. [86, 87]
suggests the use of XQuery for querying RDF, TreeHugger [95] and RDF Twig
[97] do the same for XSLT (1.0), the latter two relying on external functions for
preprocessing the RDF data. RDFT [38] suggests an RDF template language in
the style of XSLT, as does [62]. Both approaches seem to have been abandoned.
This section has introduced a number of RDF query languages divided in
three groups. For an overview of the discussed languages and their relations, refer
again to Figure 2. The following two sections relate the introduced languages
comparing their approaches to selection, construction, evaluation, etc.
5 Language Constructs Compared
The previous section establishes a basic understanding of interesting exemplars
of RDF query languages. This broad overview of languages is complemented in
this section with a close look at specific language concepts and constructs. For
instance, selecting optional data is essential for RDF, since all properties are
optional by default. However, different languages provide quite different means
to handle such data. All these language constructs are compared over several
of the languages from the previous section as appropriate to show the range of
solutions for the particular need.
For the purpose of this section, the constructs are divided in three classes:
selection, construction, and procedural abstraction or view definition.
5.1 Selection
The basic functionality of any query language is selection, i.e., the ability to
characterize subsets of the queried data that match the user’s query intent. In
relational databases where the schema of the data is well-known, such charac-
terizations are often based on few attributes of the sought-for data items and
possibly a small number of relations with other data items. On semi-structured
data such as XML or RDF, selection becomes more centered around the position
of the sought-for data items within the structure of the queried data. Some RDF
(and most XML) query languages therefore provide not just selection based on
attribute value, but richer selection constructs.
Triple Patterns vs. Path expressions
Triple patterns. The basic form of selection construct is a triple pattern that
corresponds to a relational selection-(projection-)join query. A triple pattern
consists of a conjunction of one or more triples, that are just like data triples but
may additionally be extended with query constructs such as variables. SPARQL
uses triple patterns in Turtle syntax. E.g.,
?essay books:title "Bellum Civile"
selects the resources with “Bellum Civile” as value of the books:title property.
This basic form of a triple pattern is like a selection operation from the relational
algebra. If variables occur in several triples in the same triple pattern, that
pattern becomes a selection-(projection-)join query17, e.g.,
?essay books:author ?author.
?author foaf:name "Julius Caesar"
Joins expressed, e.g., through multiple occurrences of the same variable in
the same pattern query are even more prevalent in RDF than in usual relational
queries. This is partially due to the binary nature of RDF properties. Further-
more, one often needs to “traverse” several intermediary nodes in the RDF graph
to select the actually used data items.
Specifying such traversals in a succinct way has been considered not only in
the context of RDF, but also in the context of relational (GEM [100]), object-
oriented ([43]) and XML ([33]) data. The most successful and for semi-structured
and XML query languages widely accepted construct for specifying structure
17 Triple pattern queries as discussed here and used, e.g., in SPARQL have more or
less the same expressiveness and evaluation complexity as relational SPJ-queries.
traversal are path expressions. Essentially, they allow the omission of variables
for intermediary nodes that are just used to “reach” the target nodes. E.g., the
above SPARQL query can also be written as
?essay books:author [foaf:name "Julius Caesar"].
which uses the ability of SPARQL’s syntax to omit blank nodes (i.e., existen-
tially quantified variables) in queries and is tantamount to a path expression.
RQL specifically introduces path expressions with a syntax similar to OQL’s dot
notation:
{Essay}books:author.foaf:name{A}.
Path Expressions. Path expressions constructs can be classified along their in-
tended use and expressiveness in three classes:
1. Basic path expressions are only abbreviations for triple patterns as seen in
SPARQL or RQL. They allow only the specification of fixed length traversals,
i.e., the traversed path in the data is of same length as the path expression.
These path expressions are not more expressive than triple patterns (and
therefore SPJ queries), but are nevertheless encountered in several query
languages as “syntactic sugar”. Examples of query languages with only basic
path expressions are GEM [100], OQL [29], SPARQL [84], and RQL [84].
2. Unrestricted closure path expressions are a common class of path expressions
that adds to the basic path expressions the ability to traverse arbitrary-
length paths. XPath path expressions (disregarding XPath predicates for
the moment) fall into this category with closure axes such as descendant.
This type of path expressions is very common in XML query languages
(e.g., XML-QL [41], Quilt [30], XPath and all XML query languages based
on XPath). It is also used in the RDF query language iTQL[2]. Its expressive-
ness is indeed higher than that of basic triple patterns (SPJ queries). It can
be realized in languages that provide only triple patterns but additionally
(at least linear) recursive views. SQL-99 is an example of a language that
provides no closure path expressions but linear recursion and thus can em-
ulate (unrestricted) closure path expressions. For RDF, there are few query
languages that fall into this class since RDF has, in contrast to XML, no dom-
inating hierarchical relation but many relations of equal importance. This
makes unrestricted closure often too unrestrictive for interesting queries.
3. Therefore, several RDF query languages provide generalized or regular path
expressions. Here, full regular expression syntax including repetition and
alternative is provided on top of path expressions. E.g., a*.((b|c).e)+ tra-
verses all paths of arbitrary many a properties followed by at least one rep-
etition of either a b or a c in each case followed by an e. Such regular path
expressions are provided, e.g., by Versa’s traverse operator, Xcerpt’s quali-
fied descendant, or the XPath extension with conditional axes [71]. The latter
work showed that regular path expressions are even more expressive than un-
restricted closure path expressions and a path language like XPath becomes
indeed first-order complete with the addition of regular path expressions.
Nevertheless, direct language support is not only justified by the ease of use
for the query author but also by complexity results, e.g., in [70] that show
that regular path expressions do not affect the complexity of a query lan-
guage such as XPath and can be evaluated in polynomial time w.r.t. data
and query size. Simulation of regular path expressions using triple patterns
(SPJ queries) and recursive views is possible but the resulting queries become
excruciatingly complex even for simple regular path expressions.
Summarizing, path expressions provide convenient means to specify struc-
tural constraints in RDF queries and are therefore supported by a large number
of RDF query languages. However, surprisingly many RDF query languages ig-
nore (unrestricted or regular) closure path expressions. This is surprising as these
path expressions make query authoring (they allow avoiding recursive views) eas-
ier and can be implemented efficiently as research on these constructs for XML
query languages has shown. In particular, unrestricted closure path expressions
can be implemented nearly as efficiently as basic path expressions using, e.g.,
tree labeling schemes [48] or closure indices.
Closure Subgraph Extraction Closely related to (regular or unrestricted)
closure path expressions, is the issue of subgraph extraction: Since schema and
extent of RDF data are often, at best, only vaguely known, extracting interesting
portions of the data whose extent is not known statically (i.e., at query authoring
or compilation time) becomes an often encountered problem: E.g., given infor-
mation about authors and books, extract all information on one book, e.g., for
export into a bibliography management application or for styled display on a
Web site.
It should be immediately clear, that closure subgraph extraction is easily
achieved in languages providing (regular or unrestricted) closure path expres-
sions. Regular path expressions are probably needed in the case of RDF to define
a reasonable subgraph, e.g., by traversing only certain relations, traversing only
a certain number of times, or stopping at resources with certain characteristics.
What about languages with only triple patterns and/or basic path expres-
sions such as SPARQL, RQL, or RDQL? Some of these languages, e.g., RQL,
provide built-in closure for certain fixed, predefined relations, cf. Section 5.1.
SPARQL provides one specialized language construct, DESCRIBE, that is in-
tended to return relevant and representative information about resources, e.g.,
in the style of concise bounded descriptions [96] where a resource is described by
its immediate properties and the immediate properties of all blank nodes reach-
able from the resource without other named resources in between. The intuition
here is that further information about the latter blank nodes can not be retrieved
in further queries to the RDF data as they are not addressable from outside. The
SPARQL specifications, however, does not require DESCRIBE to return concise
bounded descriptions but leaves the extent of the returned information up to
the implementation. Nevertheless, DESCRIBE is the only construct in SPARQL
that approximates closure subgraph extraction.
Schema-aware Selection The discussion of closure path expressions could not
be complete without looking at one common way of reducing closure path expres-
sions to basic expressions: It is assumed that closure is only relevant for a few,
predefined relations such as rdfs:subClassOf which are known to be transitive.
For these, the implementation transparently provides the closure.
This is just one of the effects when RDF query languages provide schema-
aware (in this case RDFS-aware) selection. An RDF query language may elect
to match the query not against the bare data graph but against the entailment
graph according to some set of entailment rules, e.g., the RDFS entailment rules.
E.g., RQL provides support for the specific entailment rules of RDFS with some
exceptions (acyclic subsumption hierarchy, only part of the axiomatic triples are
included). The latter exception is, in fact, needed to guarantee that query answer
are always finite, as the RDFS entailment rules in [53] include one axiomatic
triple for each integer i to handle rdf: i properties. Query languages must, in this
case, opt for a reasonable restriction, e.g., to include only axiomatic triples for
integers i ≤ m with m the maximum size of a container in the data.
TRIPLE [93] takes schema-aware querying a step further by providing means
to parameterize a query with a “model” containing the rules to use for computing
the entailment graph against which the query is to be matched. This allows the
treatment of different schema languages in the same query framework.
Similarly, schema-awareness can be achieved in any RDF query language with
(recursive) views by providing a collection of rules implementing the schema en-
tailment rules. Xcerpt chooses this approach, as it makes schema access transpar-
ent for the query author. However, languages like Xcerpt and Versa that provide
regular path expressions allow the query author also to specify queries with ad-
hoc schema-awareness in the queries, e.g., by using a closure path expression like
(rdfs:subClassOf)+ instead of just rdfs:subClassOf.
None of these approaches forces the entailment graph ever to be material-
ized. Rather, it may be lazily (i.e., in a goal-driven backward-chaining manner)
computed, partially materialized, or fully materialized depending on the needs
of the implementation and the query.
Optional Selection and Disjunctions So far, we have considered pure con-
junctive queries only. Disjunction or equivalent union constructs allow the query
author to collect data items with different characteristics in one query. E.g., to
find “colleagues” of a researcher from an RDF graph containing bibliography
and conference information, one might choose to select co-authors, as well as co-
editors, and members in the same program committee. On RDF data, disjunctive
queries are far more common place than on relational data since all RDF prop-
erties are by default optional. Many queries have a core of properties that have
to be defined for the sought-for data items but also include additional properties
(often labeling properties or properties relating the data items to “further” in-
formation such as Web sites) that should be reported if they are defined for the
sought-for data items but that may also be absent. E.g., the following SPARQL
query returns pairs of books and translators for books that have translators and
just books otherwise. If one considers the results of a query as a table with null
values, the translator column is null in the latter case.
SELECT ?writing, ?translator
WHERE { ?writing a books:Essay .
OPTIONAL { ?writing books:translator ?translator } }
Such optional selection eases the burden both on the query author and the
query processor considerably in contrast to a disjunctive or union query which
has to duplicate the non-optional part:
SELECT ?writing, ?translator
WHERE { ?writing a books:Essay .
?writing books:translator ?translator }
UNION
{ ?writing a books:Essay }
Furthermore, the latter is not actually equivalent as it returns also for writ-
ings X with translators one result tuple (X, null). Indeed, this points to the
question of the precise semantics of an optional selection operator. One can ob-
serve that the answer to this question is not the same for different RDF (or
XML) query languages. The main difference between the offered semantics in
languages such as SPARQL, Xcerpt, or XQuery lies in the treatment of multiple
optional query parts with dependencies. E.g., in the expression A∧optional(B)∧
optional(C) the same variable V may occur in both B and C. In this case, if we
just go forward and use the B part to determine bindings for V those bindings
may be incompatible with C, i.e., prevent the matching of C. The way this
case of multiple interdependent optionals is handled allows to differentiate the
following four semantics for optional selection constructs:
1. Independent optionals: Interdependencies between optional clauses is dis-
regarded by imposing some order on the evaluation of optional clauses.
SPARQL, e.g., uses the order of optional clauses in the query: The following
query selects essays together with translators and, if that translator is also
an author, also the author name.
SELECT ?writing, ?person, ?name
WHERE { ?writing a books:Essay .
OPTIONAL { ?writing books:translator ?person }
OPTIONAL { ?writing books:author ?person .
?person foaf:name ?name } }
If we change the order of the two optional parts, the semantics of the query
changes: select all essays together with authors and author names (if there
are any). The second optional becomes superfluous, as it only checks whether
the binding of ?person is also a translator of the same essay but whether the
check fails does not affect the outcome of the query.
It should be obvious that this semantics for interdependent optionals is
equivalent to allowing only a single optional clause per conjunction that may
in turn contain other optional clauses. Therefore, the above query could also
be written as follows:
SELECT ?writing, ?person, ?name
WHERE { ?writing a books:Essay .
OPTIONAL { ?writing books:translator ?person
OPTIONAL { ?writing books:author ?person .
?person foaf:name ?name }
} }
This observation, however, only applies if the optional clauses are interdependent.
If they are not interdependent multiple optional clauses in the same conjunction
differ from the case where they are nested.
Algae seems to employ the same optional semantics as SPARQL, though the lan-
guage specification is rather vague at that point.
2. Maximized optionals: Another form of optional semantics considers any order
of optionals: In the example it would return the union of the orders, i.e.,
either first binding translators than checking whether they are also authors or
first binding authors and author names then checking whether they are also
translators. This is more involved than the above form and assigns different
semantics to adjunct optionals vs. nested optionals. The advantage of this
semantics is that it is equivalent to a rewriting of optional to disjunctions
with negated clauses: A ∧ optional(B) ∧ optional(C) is equivalent to (A ∧
not(B) ∧ not(C)) ∨ (A ∧ not(B) ∧ C) ∨ (A ∧ B ∧ not(C) ∨ (A ∧ B ∧ C).
This semantics ensures that the maximal number of optionals for a certain
(partial) variable assignment is used. This semantics has been introduces in
Xcerpt.
3. All-or-nothing optional: A rare case of optional semantics is the “all-or-
nothing” semantics where either all optional clauses are consistent with a
certain variable assignment or all optional variables are left unbound. This
semantics can be achieved in SPARQL and Xcerpt using a single optional
clause instead of multiple independent ones.
RDF Specificities Following the look at general issues for query languages
in the specific context of RDF, this section closes the discussion of selection
constructs with a consideration of selection constructs for RDF specificities such
as blank nodes, collections, reified statements etc. RDF query languages should
support these specificities in some way (possibly only as syntactic sugar) to be
considered adequate to the RDF data model.
Blank Nodes. Among the considered specificities, blank nodes are the only ones
that introduce new challenges for the query language. For matching, blank nodes
are just like any other resource, but obviously do not match if a URI is specified
in the query. However, for result construction blank nodes have to be considered
specifically, see Section 5.2.
Collections and Containers are RDF’s constructs to represent sets, sequences,
and similar structures. The difference between containers and collections lies
in the fact that containers are always open (i.e., new members may be added
through additional RDF statements) and collections may be closed. Both con-
tainers and collections are merely vocabulary and representational conventions
but do not extend the data model. I.e., a sequence container 〈A,B,C〉 is reduced
to the triples
_:1 rdf:type rdf:Sequence
_:1 rdf:_1 A
_:1 rdf:_2 B
_:1 rdf:_3 C
Similarly, collections are reduced to binary relations of rdf:first and rdf:last:
_:1 rdf:first A
_:1 rdf:rest _:2
_:2 rdf:first B
_:2 rdf:rest _:3
_:3 rdf:first C
_:3 rdf:rest rdf:nil
However, these reductions result in lengthy and hard to understand triple pat-
terns. Furthermore, querying directly on these representations proves challenging
in many RDF query languages. Consider the simple query intent for selecting
all members of a container or collection C. This query cannot be expressed in
most RDF query languages if C is a collection, as it requires an arbitrary-length
traversal of rdf:first and rdf:last edges (or direct support of collections) neither of
which most RDF query languages provide including SPARQL. In languages with
regular path expressions such as Versa or Xcerpt this query can be expressed
as C rdf:first.(rdf:rest.rdf:first)* R with R selecting the contained re-
sources. In the case of containers, an RDF query language either needs direct
support or some support for regular expressions over property URIs. SPARQL,
e.g., can express the query as
SELECT ?contained_resource
WHERE { ?C ?P ?contained_resource .
FILTER(regex(str(?P),
"http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#_\d+")) }
where the regular expression \d+ stands for one or more digits.
RQL is one of the few RDF query languages that provide specific constructs
for querying membership in containers and even position in ordered containers.
E.g., the above query can simply be expressed as R in C, selecting all resources R
in the container C. Though RQL does not yet consider collections, this addition
should be straightforward.
Reification. Reified statements are another example for a modeling construct
that is reduced to several triples but is often convenient to query without re-
quiring the author to perform the reduction by hand. Indeed, some RDF query
languages such as SeRQL [22] and TRIPLE [93] provide specific syntax for reified
statements, that allows reified statements to be queried with the same syntax
as normal statements. SeRQL simply encloses a triple pattern in curly braces to
indicate reification.
5.2 Construction
Where the previous section has focused on how RDF query languages select
data from the underlying RDF graph, this section looks at the reporting of the
selected data including construction of new data.
Graph Construction vs. Selection-only Surprisingly many RDF query lan-
guages are not closed, i.e., their result is not again RDF but often simply sets or
sequences of tuples representing alternative variable assignments. Examples of
such languages are RDQL [91] and Versa. SPARQL provides both just variable
assignments using the SELECT keyword and some limited form of graph con-
struction using the CONSTRUCT keyword which, however, falls short of even
the most simple grouping tasks.
Even when considering only variable selection blank nodes in results are an
interesting challenge for RDF query languages. Blank nodes can not be identified
from outside thus any “internal” identifier for a blank node returned as part
of a result provides at best existential information (i.e., there is a node that
fulfills a query). This makes grouping and aggregation even more important
than in relational queries. All the more surprising is the lackluster support for
these well-established language features in RDF query languages. RQL is one of
the few languages providing aggregation including grouping by sub-queries: The
following query selects all resources authored by “Julius Caesar” together with
the count of their properties.
SELECT R, count(SELECT @P FROM {R @P }
FROM {R}books:author{A}
WHERE A = "Julius Caesar"
The languages in the SPARQL family mostly lack any form of aggregation
thus requiring, e.g., post-processing of query results to solve such queries.
Graph Construction A basic requirement for any query language is closure,
i.e., the ability to construct data in the same data model as the queried data. In
the case of RDF query languages, quite a number of languages focus on selection
only, e.g., Versa and RDQL. Others, such as SPARQL provide graph construc-
tion but only the most basic form. Most notably, SPARQL omits any form of
grouping which severely limits the sort of graphs that can be constructed.
The basic form of graph construction in SPARQL is
CONSTRUCT { ?R ?P ?O }
WHERE { ?R books:author "Julius Caesar". ?R ?P ?O }
Constructing a graph with one triple for each property of all resources with
author “Julius Caesar”. Indeed, SPARQL’s constructions are just triple patterns
again generating one instance of the triple pattern for each variable assignment
produced by the query.
In particular, this means that blank nodes in construct patterns are instanti-
ated once for each variable assignment. There is no way that triples for different
variable assignments “share” blank nodes.
Collections and containers. This separate handling of constructed instances pre-
vents any form of grouping including the construction of containers and col-
lections, for both of which some form of grouping is needed. Thus, it is im-
possible to answer simple queries such as “put the names of hotels for each city
in a container/collection” or link each city and all its inhabitants to a common
(blank) node. What SPARQL lacks is a proper “identity invention” facility, cf.
[3].
RQL provides specialized constructs for constructing collections and con-
tainers and allows arbitrary grouping using nested queries, but also lacks proper
treatment of blank nodes in construction.
Minimal Result Graphs. In addition to the support of blank nodes for group-
ing properties, blank nodes pose another challenge for graph construction in
RDF query languages: Naively, one might generate one result instance for each
blank node in the variable assignments. However, in many cases this leads to
unnecessary large result graphs.
E.g., consider the assignment set {(R → http://w3.org/, P → director, O →
”Tim Berners-Lee”), (R → http://w3.org/, P → director, O → :1)}. Then the
above SPARQL query constructs a graph containing two statements, one stating
that the W3C has director “Tim Berners-Lee” and one stating that the W3C
has some (unknown or unspecified) creator. However, the second statement is
entailed by the first one and therefore superfluous. A minimal result graph
would only retain those blank nodes that are not “compatible” and thus entailed
by the other resources in the graph.
Conditional construction. When constructing a result graph, the shape of the
graph is often closely linked to the variable assignments. This goes, again, beyond
mere instantiation of variables at predefined positions. E.g., one might only want
to include a subgraph if a certain optional variable is bound. This ability of a
query language is referred to as conditional construction. One can essentially
distinguish three forms of conditional construction:
1. Unscoped optional construction is used, e.g., in SPARQL: A triple containing
optional variables is only included if bindings for all optional variables are
provided in the current variable assignment. The drawback of this approach
is that it does not allow the existence of a binding for an optional variable to
have effect beyond triples using that variable. E.g., it is not possible to add
the statement that a resource is (of type) translated if a translator exists.
2. Scoped optional construction allows this sort of queries by providing an
explicit optional construction construct (e.g., optional in Xcerpt construct
terms) with a scope. In RDF, this scope is usually a set of triples that are to
be included if a binding for the optional variable is present. In contrast to
the first case, not all of these triples have to contain the optional variable.
3. Full conditional construction finally uses conditional constructs such as if
. . . then or case with arbitrary boolean expressions over the query variables.
E.g., one might want to add the triple ?P rdf:type my:Teen for persons
with ?Age between 12 and 18 and the triple ?P rdf:type my:Adult for
older persons.
Notice, that all three forms can be expressed if the query language allows
disjunction to span selection and construction as is the case in most rule-based
query languages such as Xcerpt, Algae, or Triple. In SPARQL, however, dis-
junction is limited to selection (i.e., WHERE clauses) thus making (2) and (3)
inexpressible in SPARQL.
Construction of XML Results If one looks at the RDF data access use
cases [35] and considers often cited usage for RDF query languages, the need
for a bridge between RDF queries and XML processing becomes evident. Some
languages address this by integrating RDF and XML querying, e.g., Xcerpt or
approaches such as [87]. Such languages become versatile in the sense of [27].
Most RDF query languages, however, do not consider the intertwining of
XML and RDF queries. Still, the need for at least a means to deliver XML as
result of an RDF query is evident. SPARQL, e.g., defines a static schema for
representing answers in XML, cf. [9]. Such a static schema can then serve for
further processing by means of XML query languages or other processing tools.
5.3 Procedural Abstraction
This section closes with a brief look at procedural abstraction mechanisms for
RDF query languages. Procedural abstraction in form of database views or rules
is a common feature of both programming and expressive query languages. For
the Semantic Web to succeed, an efficient rule layer to implement large scale
reasoning tasks is essential. Separating querying and (rule) reasoning, however,
is often infeasible, in particular if the extent of the queried data depends on
the reasoning and is not known a priori (as is the case, e.g., in crawling RDF
queries).
In addition, rules or views are useful for the query author for all the reasons
traditional procedural abstraction has become commonplace in programming
languages (separation of concern, reuse, etc.).
Therefore, quite a number of RDF query languages provide some form of
rules or views. TRIPLE and Xcerpt, e.g., use deductive rules similar to Logic
Programming or Datalog, Algae uses production rules, cf. Section 6 on the eval-
uation of these different rule paradigms.
Both, TRIPLE and Xcerpt use rules to provide transparent RDFS-aware
selection as discussed above in Section 5.1, but also allow the user to define their
own rules expressing, e.g., application semantics already on the query layer.
A further important use for rules is the integration and mediation of hetero-
geneous data. The data may differ in format, schema, or just representation, if
the schema is flexible as most RDFS schemata. In these cases, rules can ease
data integration, e.g., if mappings between the different schemata are provided
in some form, cf. [89]. They can also perform data normalization transparent to
the query user, i.e., allow the user to query representational variants without
considering all these variants in each query anew.
6 Query Evaluation
Methods for RDF query evaluation differ in several aspects:
– RDF data may be stored in memory or on disk.
– Query evaluation may be distributed over a network of collaborating nodes,
or it may be local.
– RDF triples may include provenance information. In this case, they are called
quadruples (s, p, o, c) of subject, predicate, object and so-called context in-
formation. Alternatively, the provenance information may be associated with
entire subgraphs rather than with triples.
– RDF graphs can be stored as decomposed triples or quadruples in a relational
database engine, as documents on a file system, or as entire graphs in an
object oriented or semi-structured database. The type and schema of the
storage have a high influence on the efficiency of query processing.
– Queries may either consist of single RDF statements with variables sub-
stituted for any combination of subject, predicate and object (e.g. (?X,
foaf:knows, ?Y)), or they may consist of conjunctions of such statements,
then referred to as conjunctive queries. In the latter case, multiple occur-
rences of the same variable are evaluated by joins and allow querying graph
patterns.
In this article we mainly focus on non-distributed answering of RDF queries
on large RDF repositories stored on disk. Both querying graphs with and with-
out provenance information are discussed, and different storage methods are
examined. Both single statement queries and conjunctive queries consisting of
multiple RDF statements are considered.
6.1 Storage of RDF Data
The first issue highlighted in the field of query evaluation is data storage: a closer
look is taken at three alternative approaches to storing RDF data. First, light is
shed on the use of the Berkeley database for storing RDF in the Jena framework,
second several proposed methods for using relational database engines for RDF
storage are reproduced, and third approaches for deploying object oriented and
object relational databases for RDF storage are described. Taking into account
their widespread use, it is not surprising that the greatest number of suggestions
and implementations of RDF storage is based upon relational database engines.
In each of the sections, the impact of the choice of the storage method on query
evaluation is highlighted.
RDF Storage in Berkeley Databases According to the directory of the Free
Software Foundation18, the Berkeley Database is
[..] an embedded database system. Its access methods include B+tree,
Extended Linear Hashing, fixed and variable-length records, and Persis-
tent Queues. Berkeley DB provides full transactional support, database
recovery, online backups, and separate access to locking, logging and
shared memory caching subsystems. [..]
The initial database back-end for the Jena RDF framework [47] supports
both relational database back-ends and the Berkeley database. The relational
database schema for storing RDF statements in Jena1 (the first version of Jena)
is very efficient in space, because it does not contain any redundant information.
In contrast, each RDF statement is stored three times in the Berkeley database
– using all of subject, predicate and object as hash-keys. According to [99] the
redundant storage yields a significant enhancement of query performance, and
from this experience the authors of Jena decided to not fully normalize the re-
lational database schema for Jena2 (the second version of the Jena RDF Frame-
work). Besides Jena, also the Redland RDF Application Framework [8], rdfDB
and RDFStore make use of the Berkeley database.
Storage of RDF at the aid of Relational Database engines The majority
of suggestions for permanently storing RDF data concern relational database
engines.
RDF storage in Jena1 and Jena2 The most straight-forward approach to storing
RDF in a relational DBS is to create a single table with the columns subject,
predicate and object, containing all statements of the RDF graph. In order to
save space, the relational database schema of Jena1 differs from this simplistic
approach in that the schema is normalized to contain each resource and literal
only once. Therefore a resource table and a literals table are introduced, contain-
ing a column for a short primary key, and a column for resources and literals,
respectively. The subjects, predicates and objects of the statement table refer to
these keys.
Although this schema is very efficient in space, retrieving the subject, object
and predicate of a statement already requires three joins between the statement
table, the resource table and the literals table. Therefore the relational database
back-end of Jena2 [99] stores literals and resources directly in the statements
table unless they supersede a configurable maximum size. As a result, short
URLs may be stored multiple times in order to avoid joins, but large URLs are
only stored once in order to save space. There are several other optimizations
that have been incorporated into Jena2:
– Multiple tables for different graphs. RDF applications may wish to store data
which is seldom accessed together in different tables, and data which is often
18 http://directory.fsf.org/
queried together in the same tables. “The use of multiple statement tables
may improve performance and caching” [99, Section 3.1].
– Property tables. In RDF graphs, there are usually sets of statements with
the same subject that occur frequently together. An example would be the
properties foaf:name, foaf:nick, foaf:knows, etc. of the FOAF vocabu-
lary. So as to provide efficient access to these common statement patterns,
they are stored in special property tables. For each common statement pat-
tern, one property table is provided, and common statement patterns may
be automatically detected in RDF Graphs.
– Reified statements tables. In Jena1 reified statements are not stored in their
reified form (which would require four ordinary statements for one reified
statement), but in the statements table with two extra columns – one of
them indicating whether the statement is reified, and the other containing
the statement identifier. Since also reified statements constitute common
access patterns, Jena2 stores reified statements in property tables.
Storage of RDF data in 3store 3store [50] is a C-library developed at the Uni-
versity of Southampton with a MySQL database back-end. It is intended for
very large RDF databases and is being tested with over 30 million RDF triples
holding knowledge about authors, publications and institutions in UK Com-
puter Science research. The database schema employed is very similar to that of
Jena1. It consists of a statements table, and a table for resources and literals. As
in Jena1, literals and resources are not directly stored in the statements table.
Instead a portion of their MD5 hash values are stored as 64-bit foreign keys in
the statements table. The use of the hash function for literals and URIs and
the storage in extra tables guarantee lower overall space of the database, few
string comparisons, and a uniform length of the records in the statements ta-
ble, “an optimization which benefits the MySQL database engine” [50, Section
4.3]. Although the probability of hash collisions is very low (10−10 for 5 · 108
resources), hash collisions are detected and reported at assertion time. [50] does
not mention how hash collisions are corrected. Hash collisions among homony-
mous literals and URIs are averted by splitting the hash space into two equally
large parts, one for literals, the other for URIs.
The most recent version of 3store [49] allows the formulation of queries in
SPARQL, which supports the concept of named graphs. Therefore, the state-
ments table contains an additional row which indicates the graph that the state-
ment belongs to (triples with such provenance information are often called quads.
Besides the statements table, and the tables for literals and URIs, 3store also
stores the languages and data types of literals in special tables.
RDF Storage in Sesame Sesame is an RDF database with support for Schema
inferencing and querying using the SeRQL query language. By introducing an
additional Storage and Inference Layer (SAIL) between the RDF storage system
and the applications accessing the data, Sesame is designed to support a wide
variety of different storage possibilities. In [23] an implementation of SAIL in
the open source databases PostgreSQL and MySQL is presented.
The PostgreSQL database schema makes use of transitive sub-table rela-
tions, which are a special PostgreSQL feature, to model RDFS’ property and
class subsumption hierarchies. A table holding instances of a class C1 which is a
subclass of class C2 inherits from the table for C2 – in other words it is declared
as a sub-table of C2. A query issued on the contents of table C2 is also eval-
uated on the entries of table C1. As Jena1 and 3store, Sesame stores resource
URIs and literal values only once to save space. An important difference be-
tween Sesame RDF storage and the solutions discussed so far is that statements
are not stored in a single statements table consisting of subject, property and
object. Instead, an extra table is created for each property and class which is
used in the RDF graph. Since this procedure requires the insertion of new tables
to the schema when RDF statements are added which use properties or classes
which have not appeared in the RDF graph so far, we call these kinds of schemas
dynamic schemas as opposed to static schemas as used in 3store and Jena. An
RDF graph with FOAF data would thus include tables foaf:knows contain-
ing all pairs of person URIs for persons knowing each other, tables foaf:name,
foaf:nick for storing ordinary names and nick names, etc. are created. For each
class used in the RDF schema, tables such as foaf:Person, foaf:Document, etc.
Data about the schema is stored in special tables rdfs:Class, rdfs:Property,
rdfs:domain, rdfs:range, etc. A performance comparison with a static Post-
greSQL schema has shown, that schemas with a single statement table are faster
when inserting or updating data from the RDF graph. Especially the insertion of
new rdfs:subClassOf statements is expensive, since it requires rebuilding the
parts of the subclass-hierarchy modeled by PostgreSQL sub-tables. On the other
hand, the authors of [23] expect querying to be faster in the dynamic database
schema.
The alternative MySQL implementation of the Sesame Storage and Infer-
ence Layer uses a static database schema. This schema is significantly more
complex than the static schemes of 3store and Jena in that it contains tables
dedicated to holding the predefined RDF/S properties rdfs:subPropertyOf,
rdfs:subClassOf, rdf:type, etc. Although not explicitly mentioned in [23],
administering this schema information in separate tables enhances the perfor-
mance of RQL schema queries such as subClassOf(Artist). The fact that RQL
is a language that explicitly supports the straightforward formulation of schema
queries, and that the other storage engines are coupled with languages with lower
support for schema queries may be an explanation for the different database
schemas employed.
RDF Storage in RDFSuite RDFSuite is a set of tools for querying, validating and
storing RDF data. It natively supports the RQL query language. In this para-
graph, its storage system is briefly examined. RDFSuite uses the PostrgreSQL
DBS for storing RDF data, and its schema is a dynamic schema resembling
the PostgreSQL schema of Sesame. Sub-table relationships are used to imple-
ment subClassOf and subPropertyOf-relationships among classes and proper-
ties. Since RQL provides syntactic means specifically geared to querying RDF
Schema, such queries must be evaluated quickly. Therefore, the schema informa-
tion is kept in separate tables such as subProperty, subClass, Property, Class
and Type. In contrast to the schemas described above, Namespaces are stored
in a separate Namespace table in order to save space. This namespace table is
referenced from the other tables. A database is built from an RDF-description
using a two phase algorithm: In the first phase, properties and classes occur-
ring within the RDF data are extracted, and from this information the database
schema is constructed. In the second phase this schema is populated with the
instance data from the RDF file.
Path Based Storage of RDF Data Matono et al. [73] point out that storing RDF
graphs as decomposed sets of triples is efficient for evaluating single statement
queries, but is inefficient for path based queries. Whereas in single statement
queries one or two items of subject, predicate and object are omitted, path based
queries as defined in [73] are finite sequences of arcs (v0, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vk−1, vk)
from a source node v0 to the destination vk. Answering path based queries of
length k at the aid of a single statement table requires k−1 joins over the table.
So as to improve performance, Matono et al. suggest the following procedure:
– The RDF graph to be queried is separated into five subgraphs named CI,
PI, T, DR, G containing the class hierarchy (rdfs:subClassOf statements),
the hierarchy amongst properties (rdfs:subPropertyOf), type information
(rdf:type), domain and range information of properties and all remaining
statements, respectively. Only the paths occurring within G are explicitly
saved within an appropriate relational table. For the hierarchical subgraphs
CI and PI an interval numbering scheme is applied in order to efficiently
answer queries concerning their transitive closures. Since the subgraphs T
and DR are flat, it does not make sense to extract paths from them.
– For each resource r in the graph G all paths starting at any root node of
G and ending at r are saved. In order to be able to efficiently deal with
path based queries that start with a wild card (e.g. “give me all titles of
books authored by someone”), path expressions are saved in reverse order.
Moreover, only the names of the predicates are reflected within the path
expressions, whereas node names are omitted. An example path expressions
saved in the database would thus be ’#title<#author. The relational table
containing the path expressions consists of two columns, one holding path
identifiers, and the other holding path expressions such as the one given
above. In a resource table, resources are associated with paths that end at
this resource.
– Path queries are evaluated by concatenating their predicate names in re-
verse order and subsequently comparing the resulting string with the path
expressions stored in the path expressions table.
The authors of [73] present a performance comparison with the Jena2 frame-
work which suggests that for path queries of length greater than 3, path based
storage of RDF data allows significantly faster query processing. For queries of
length 1 and 2, Jena2 performed better. The resource table associating resources
with path identifiers is significantly larger than the actual number of resources,
especially in the case of deep and densely interwoven graphs. A further issue
not addressed within [73] are path queries that do not start with wildcard nodes
(e.g. “Find all titles of books and their authors”). Since the stored paths only
contain predicates and no node identifiers, answering such queries still requires
joins over the statements table.
RDF Storage in Object Databases In [20] Bo¨nstro¨m et al. propose to di-
rectly store RDF graphs modeled in an object oriented programming language
in an object oriented database (OODB). They compare the performance of all
kinds of queries including schema and hybrid queries expressed in RQL on top
of the OODBS Fastobjects with the performance of the same queries on top
of the relational MySQL database back-end of Sesame. Due to the similarity
of RQL and OQL, RQL queries can be straightforwardly translated to OQL.
All resources (URIs for nodes and predicates as well as literals) are represented
as objects, and the statements of the RDF graphs are stored in the OODB as
“an object/reference structure”. The performance comparisons conducted in [20]
suggest that directly storing an RDF graph in an OODB system considerably
speeds up query evaluation, especially for schema and hybrid queries. Perfor-
mance comparisons with the PostgreSQL back-end of Sesame and other RDF
storage systems mentioned above have not been mentioned in the article.
Index Structures for RDF The approaches considered so far use standard
database management systems (OODBS and RDBS) or standard libraries (Berke-
ley DB) to efficiently store and retrieve RDF data on disk. However, some re-
search has already been carried out on developing index structures specifically
aimed at RDF. In [72] Matono et al. propose to use suffix arrays to efficiently
find paths in RDF graphs. In [52] index structures for RDF statements with
context information (also called RDF quads or RDF triples with provenance
information). In this section, both of these approaches are briefly reviewed and
discussed.
Indexing RDF and RDF Schema with Suffix Arrays Suffix Arrays [68] are index
structures used to search for a pattern P of length p in a larger stringM of length
m. All suffixes of M are sorted in lexicographical order, and the suffix array is
efficiently stored as the string M and a sequence of indexing points p1, . . . , pm
where pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m is the position of the ith suffix (in lexicographical order)
in the original string m. Suffix arrays allow to find all instances of P in M in
O(p · logm).
Matono et al. propose to extract all paths from an acyclic RDF graph that
start at root nodes (nodes without incoming edges) and end at leaf nodes (nodes
without outgoing edges) and to represent them as strings by concatenating
their labels (or identifiers for their labels). The alphabet Σ of these strings
is thus the set of resource URIs and literal values of the Graph. They define
the notion of suffix arrays for directed acyclic graphs as a list of indexing points
(pa1, po1), . . . , (pal, pol) where pai denotes the path that the ith suffix (in lex-
icographical order) appears in, and poi denotes the position within pai. Paths
within the queried RDF graph matching a particular path query can be found
by performing binary searches on the suffix array.
In order to cope with schema queries efficiently, Matono et al. divide the
RDF graph into several subgraphs according to the type of predicates, see [72]
for details. Performance evaluations presented in [68] indicate that depending
on the type of path queries, the proposed indexing scheme speeds up query
execution by a factor in between two and nine.
Index Structures for RDF Quadruples Web applications processing data from
several different resources usually are interested in tracing where the information
originated from in order to judge its trustworthiness. Furthermore, it is often
desirable to perform substring searches on large amounts of Semantic Web data.
While RDF storage systems making use of the Berkeley database get by with
three hashes for the efficient look-up of triples for two given items of the triple,
[52] suggest index structures for efficiently searching for substrings (keyword
index ) within resource and literal values and for looking up quadruples (quad
indexes) based on any combination of subject, predicate, object and context
information.
Since resources and literals are referenced from both the keyword index and
from the quad indexes, nodes in the RDF graph are mapped to shorter object
identifiers which are stored in the indexes instead. Substring matches are deter-
mined by using an inverted index on all words appearing as tokens within the
queried RDF graph. The inverted index allows to look up lists of object iden-
tifiers of resources that a given word appears in and also provides occurrence
counts for the words that can be used to optimize the join order of conjunctive
queries.
The quad indexes allow to efficiently look up RDF quadruples matching a
given query quadruple in which some of the four entries may be omitted. Query
quadruples such as (?:rdf:type:?:http//example.com/stmts.rdf), which finds
all rdf:type statements originating from the context http//example.com/stmts.
rdf, can be categorized into 24 = 16 access patterns, depending on which of the
four elements of the quadruple are given. A naive implementation would con-
struct 16 indexes to allow the efficient evaluation of queries falling in any of the
16 categories, but Harth et al. show that by taking advantage of prefix queries
in B+-trees, only 6 “combined” indexes suffice for this purpose.
6.2 Schema- and Reasoning-aware RDF Querying
As has been pointed out in Section 4, RDF languages can be distinguished by
the fact whether they provide constructs taking advantage of RDF/S and OWL
reasoning. While the major part of languages does not provide direct means of
finding e.g. all subclasses of a given class, or all instances of a class, others do
provide such features (e.g. RQL).19 But also the languages of the SPARQL family
do not reject the RDF/S semantics, but simply maintain that the computation
of derived facts should be provided by an underlying graph model (e.g., by
pre-materialization or on-the-fly construction performed by the storage layer).
Therefore, an overview over several approaches of implementing especially the
RDF/S semantics are given in this section.
One step in this direction that has already been discussed in Section 6.1, is
the use of dynamic relational database schemes containing tables for each de-
fined rdfs:Class holding all the instances of the class. This allows to efficiently
retrieve all instances of a given class. Additionally, the use of sub-table relation-
ships within database schemes allows the implementation of the rdfs9 inference
rule as defined in [53]. Other RDF/S inference rules have not been covered so
far. There are mainly three approaches that deal with the implementation of the
RDF/S semantics:
– Labeling schemes can help to implement the RDF/S entailment rules con-
cerning the rdfs:subClassOf and rdfs:subPropertyOf relationships, and
any other relationship that is defined to be transitive.
– Precomputation of derived facts (forward chaining). Forward chaining can be
used to precompute implied RDF statements, not contained in the original
RDF graph that are derived from any of the RDF/S rules or even from user-
defined rules. This approach trades memory space for execution time, and is
especially useful, if the queried graph and its schema information are stable
and if the number of queries issued on the graph is high. Note, however, that
this approach requires that RDF triples and therefore the Web sites involved
are known beforehand. Indeed, this computation model is not suitable for
crawler queries where the extent of the data is extended at query time.
However, since many RDF query languages including SPARQL and RDQL
do not support such queries the computation model is relevant for RDF
querying.
– Backward chaining. Like forward chaining, backward chaining can be used
to implement any kind of rules including all RDF/S entailment rules. Back-
ward chaining is preferred when the underlying graph changes frequently,
and when the the number of queries is low. Xcerpt uses backward chain-
ing in combination with simulation unification to evaluate programs. The
evaluation of Xcerpt is not treated in this article for the sake of brevity, cf.
[28, 90].
Labeling Schemes for RDF/S Reasoning Christophides et al. advocate the
use of labeling schemes in conjunction with relational database storage of RDF
graphs for “avoiding costly transitive closure computations over voluminous class
hierarchies”[32] in Semantic Web data bases such as the Open Directory Portal.
19 Note that none of the examined languages provides constructs for taking advantage
of OWL semantics. However, some research on how to combine query languages with
OWL reasoners has already been carried out.
The use of labeling schemes reportedly results in a decrease in query execution
time for transitive closure computations of 3-4 orders of magnitude compared
to evaluating such queries on a dynamic relational database scheme such as the
one described in [55].
In [32] three types of labeling schemes are compared with respect to their
suitability for supporting ancestor/descendant (which is a more general form of
subclass queries), adjacent/sibling, and nearest common ancestor queries. Some
of the results concerning the use of these labeling schemes for both hierarchi-
cal subsumption relationships and those structured as directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) are recapitulated here and an example is given in Figure 3.
– Bitvector schemes assign bitvectors of length n (n is the number of nodes
within a DAG to be represented by the scheme) to the nodes. The ith node
in the DAG has a 1 bit at the ith position, and a 1 bit at the position
k, if the kth node is one of its ancestors. All other positions within its
bitvector are 0. Bitvector schemes allow subsumption checking in constant
time (the length of the bitvectors is assumed to be constant), but finding all
ancestors, descendants or siblings can only be achieved in O(n). Additionally,
the size of the bitvector must be adjusted, when new classes are added to
a class hierarchy, making this method inappropriate for class hierarchies in
the presence of dynamic updates. As Figure 3 shows, the bitvector scheme
can be naturally extended to account for multiple inheritance among RDF
classes.
– Prefix schemes assign labels to nodes within a class hierarchy (or DAGs in
general), such that for each node N and an arbitrary ancestor A the label of
A is a prefix of the label of N . Probably the most known representative of
prefix schemes is the Dewey Decimal Encoding (DDE). A major advantage
of prefix schemes is their support for dynamic updates. New sibling nodes
can be added as long as the total number of siblings does not exceed the
size of the alphabet chosen (in the figure the alphabet is Σ = {1, . . . , 9}).
The major disadvantage is the inflationary label size for class hierarchies
which are not tree-shaped: Each non-spanning-tree edge in Figure 3 causes
the node it originates from and all of its descendants to inherit the label of
the node the non-spanning-tree edge points at.
– Interval schemes assign lower and upper bounds to nodes, such that for a
node N and an arbitrary ancestor A, the interval of N is contained within
the interval of A, and for two sibling nodes the intervals are disjoint.In the
interval based labeling scheme of Agraval et al., the label of a node v is
composed of a pair of numbers (min(v), post(v)) where post(v) is the post-
order number of the node and min(v) is the minimal post-order number of
the descendants of v. As shown in Figure 3, the labeling scheme by Agrawal
et al. can also be extended to handle DAGs. In contrast to the downward
propagation of labels in the prefix schemes, labels are propagated upwards
when non-spanning-tree edges are to be reflected (e.g. the node ex:d inherits
the label of the node ex:g because there is a non-spanning-tree edge from
ex:g to ex:d. The top node ex:a does not need to inherit the label [1,1]
of ex:g, since [1,1] is already included in the interval [1,7] of ex:a.
Fig. 3 Labeling schemes for DAG sub-class hierarchies
ex:a
ex:b
ex:e
ex:d
ex:c
ex:g
rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subClassOf rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subClassOf
ex:f
rdfs:subClassOf
spanning-tree-edges: 
non-spannin-tree-edges: 
0000001
1
[1,7]
0000011
11
[1,4]
Bitvector Scheme
Dewey Prefix Scheme
Agrawal Interval Scheme
0010111
111, 12
[1,3]
0110111
1111, 12
[1,2]
1110111
11111, 12, 13
[1,1]
0001001
13
[6,6][1,1]
0000101
12
[5,5][1,3]
Note that all of the above labeling schemes cannot be used to represent cycles
in the subsumption graph. An alternative labeling scheme for graphs with cycles
is the 2-hop labeling [36].
Forward Chaining The most apparent approach to calculating the transitive
closure of rdfs:subPropertyOf and rdfs:subClassOf relationships and other
implied RDF statements derivable by inference rules is the following: The body
of a rule is instantiated with facts from the knowledge base, such that it becomes
true (if possible) and the instantiated head of the rule is added to the knowledge
base if it is a new fact. In this way, each of the rules is applied to the knowledge
base in turn, until a complete run over the rules does not produce any new
derived statements. Once that the application of all rules does not produce any
new statements, one can be sure that all implied RDF/S statements have been
added to the knowledge base.
Let F be the number of facts, R the number of rules and C the average
number of conditions within the head of the rules. Then the maximum number
of comparisons between facts and conditions for one loop over the rules is R∗FC .
The overall complexity additionally depends on the number of loops that need to
be performed. Several proposals for improving runtime behavior can be thought
of:
– Applying the rules to the entire knowledge base in each round is not nec-
essary. It suffices to consider only those instantiations of the inference rules
that make use of a new fact – that means a fact that has been added after
the last application of the rule. In doing so, the specific semantics of RDF
blank nodes should be considered.
– If the body of an inference rule could almost be completely instantiated in
one round, the information about the successfully instantiated part gets lost
before the rule is reconsidered. By remembering partial instantiations of rule
bodies one can treat space for time.
– Especially in the case that rules are complex, the bodies of different rules
may share common parts of the condition. In the naive algorithm these sub-
conditions are evaluated once for each rule.
Note, that forward chaining might be difficult to realize if the Web sites
involved and thus the RDF facts are not all known before hand as is the case,
e.g., with crawler queries.
CWM and Pychinko CWM20 (an acronym for Closed World Machine) is a
Python command line tool for RDF documents that can – amongst other things –
convert between different formats (currently the serializations Notation3, RDF/-
XML and NTriples are supported) and store triples in a queryable database.
The more interesting feature of CWM for this section is its ability to do forward
chaining. Given the following rule and data, CWM will infer that :Frank, :Bob,
and :Sam are :Male (the shorthand a represents an rdf:type property).
{ ?x :son ?y } => { ?y a :Male }.
:Mary :son :Frank, :Bob, :Sam.
Since CWM does not employ any optimization techniques for forward chain-
ing, it does not perform very well on large sets of assertions and rules. The
authors of Pychinko21, a CWM clone, improved the performance of CWM by
implementing the RETE-algorithm [42].
The RETE-Algorithm The RETE-algorithm was conceived by Charles Forgy
at Carnegie Mellon University in 1979, and formed the basis for new develop-
ments in the ambit of expert systems. Its core idea is to (1) merge (parts of)
the antecedents of rules if they are the same, to (2) memorize possibly partial
instantiations of antecedents of rules, and to only consider new facts within each
loop over the set of rules. The data structure at the core of the RETE algo-
rithm is a network computed from the antecedents of the rules. An example of
this data structure for RDF/S entailment rules and some RDF/S statements is
given in Figure 4. The network reflects the RDF/S inference rules rdfs9 and
rdfs11 and contains two kinds of nodes: α-nodes representing simple conditions
20 http://infomesh.net/2001/cwm/
21 http://www.mindswap.org/∼katz/pychinko/
and β-nodes representing conjunctions over α-nodes. The α-nodes are populated
with matching facts from the knowledge base (an RDF graph), and beta nodes
are populated if a conjunction of simple conditions becomes true. The set of
initially known facts is given at the top right of Figure 4. Note that although
rdfs9 and rdfs11 are very simple entailment rules, the principles of the RETE
algorithm already allow for some optimizations. Both rules share a common an-
tecedent (the node rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y)), and partial instantiations of rules
are memorized (e.g. the instantiation (ex:mammal, ex:animal), which will help
to derive additional implied RDF statements in the next loop).
Fig. 4 Memorization of partially instantiated antecedents and combination of
rule antecedents in RETE algorithm
Knowledge Base:
@prefix ex: http://example.com
rdfs:subClassOf(ex:lion, ex:mammal)
rdfs:subClassOf(ex:mamal, ex:animal)
rdf:type(ex:leo, ex:lion)
rdf:type(a,X) rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y)
rdfs:subClassOf(X,Z)rdf:type(a,Y)
rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y) andrdfs:subClassOf(Y,Z)rdf:type(a,X) and rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y)
(ex:leo, ex:lion) (ex:lion, ex:mammal)
(ex:mammal, ex:animal)
(ex:leo, ex:lion) and (ex:lion, ex:mammal) (ex:lion, ex:mammal) and (ex:mammal, ex:animal)
(ex:leo, ex:mammal) (ex:lion, ex:animal)
}alpha-Nodes
beta-Nodes
}implied facts to beadded to the knowledge base
}
As Figure 4 shows, the new facts rdf:type(ex:leo, ex:mammal) and rdfs:
subClassOf(ex:lion,ex:animal) can be inferred. Adding these new facts to
the knowledge base as in Figure 5 shows that the amount of comparisons to
be performed is low: The derived facts must only be compared with the two
α-nodes, and trigger one new instantiation for each α-node and a new instantia-
tion for the left β-node, such that the last implied statement rdf:type(ex:leo,
ex:animal) can be derived. Note that also the removal of facts (RDF state-
ments) from the knowledge base (the RDF graph) can be efficiently handled by
the RETE-algorithm in the same way as the addition of new facts.
Although the optimizations of the RETE algorithm have a greater impact
for a large number of rules with complex antecedents, its implementation in
Pychinko allegedly yields a five-fold performance increase. Therefore its applica-
tion to larger and more involved rules for Semantic Web reasoning seems to be
promising.
Fig. 5 Addition of new facts to the rete decision tree
Original Knowledge Base:
@prefix ex: http://example.com
rdfs:subClassOf(ex:lion, ex:mammal)
rdfs:subClassOf(ex:mamal, ex:animal)
rdf:type(ex:leo, ex:lion)
New facts:
+ rdfs:subClassOf(ex:lion,ex:animal)
+ rdf:type(ex:leo, ex:mammal)
rdf:type(a,X) rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y)
rdfs:subClassOf(X,Z)rdf:type(a,Y)
rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y) andrdfs:subClassOf(Y,Z)rdf:type(a,X) and rdfs:subClassOf(X,Y)
(ex:leo, ex:lion)
+(ex:leo, ex:mammal)
(ex:lion, ex:mammal)
(ex:mammal, ex:animal)
+(ex:lion, ex:animal)
(ex:leo, ex:lion) and(ex:lion, ex:mammal)
+(ex:leo, ex:mammal) and (ex:mammal, ex:animal)
(ex:lion, ex:mammal) and (ex:mammal, ex:animal)
(ex:leo, ex:mammal)
+(ex:leo, ex:animal)
(ex:lion, ex:animal)
}alpha-Nodes
beta-Nodes
}implied facts to beadded to the knowledge base
}
7 Conclusion
Although this survey only considers a (subjectively chosen) subset of the RDF
query languages proposed so far, it makes quite clear that the research commu-
nity has not yet settled on a dominant paradigm to querying Semantic Web data
and that this field of research is changing quite quickly. Language constructs and
approaches to querying RDF differ both in their availability (e.g. regular path
expressions) and also in their exact semantics (e.g. the optional construct). The
widespread use of the query languages within Semantic Web projects, which will
most probably take place within the upcoming years, will allow to judge the
real-world utility of the presented approaches and constructs and will ultimately
establish the most usable amongst them.
This article presents some interesting methods for accelerating RDF query
evaluation. With the amount of available Semantic Web data increasing expo-
nentially, evaluation methods, efficient storage and retrieval and index structures
specifically aimed at RDF become more important for realizing any of the pro-
posed languages.
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